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(ABSTRACT) 

This thesis is an industry study of the market for in-home child care--a market 

which has developed rapidly in the past 10 years. The economic considerations 

discussed herein are the market-making characteristics of demand (for nannies), supply 

(availability of an appropriately skilled labor pool--from both the legal and illegal 

market), price (wage levels and premiums) and the contracting issues of asymmetric 

information, search costs, transaction costs, uncertainty and risk. The market is 

best-explained as a search model and its behavior is driven by solutions to contracting 

problems.
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THE ECONOMIC AND CONTRACTING ISSUES 
OF IN-HOME CHILD CARE -- THE NANNY MARKET 

CHAPTER 1; THE MARKET 

The Demand for Nannies; 

In the British tradition, a nanny is a “nursery nurse" -- an individual trained to 

take care of infants, with some medical training. There has been tremendous growth 

in the demand for nannies in the United States, based largely on a change in 

employment patterns -- the number of women in the workforce continues to increase. 

As shown on Table 1, in the early 1900’s, about 20 percent of women -- generally 

those single or widowed -- worked outside the home. By 1950, about 33 percent of 

women worked outside the home and constituted 29 percent of the workforce. By 

1986, 49 million women -- or about 66 percent of women -- worked, and women 

constituted 44 percent of the workforce.’ 

As shown on Table 2, by 1986, 53.9 percent of wives with children under the age 

of 6 participated in the labor force; about 58 percent of women maintaining families 

alone with children under the age of 6 were working. The rate for wives with infants 

(children 1 year old and under) was 49.8 percent, more than double the 24 percent 

in 1970. About 45 percent of women heads of households with infants were working. 

  

1 Economic Report of the President, Transmitted to the Congress January 1987 (Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1987), pp. 209 and 211. 
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Table 1: LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES OF WOMEN 
BY AGE 

1890-1986 

Women Ages: 
  

Year 20-64 20-24 25-34 
(1) (2) (3) 

1890 17.4% 30.2% 16.8% 

1890 19.3 31.7 19.4 

1920 22.9 37.5 23.7 

1930 25.4 418 27.1 

1940 29.4 45.6 33.3 

1950 33.3 43.6 32.0 

1960 42.3 46.1 36.0 

1970 30.0 37.7 45.0 

1980 60.8 68.9 65.5 

1986 66.4 72.4 71.6 

Note: There is some controversy over the Census counts of women workers in the 
1890-1940 time period. Data here for 1890-1950 are from Bureau of the 
Census monograph, Gertrude Bancroft, The American Labor Force, New York, 
Wiley, 1958. Data for 1960-86 are from Department of Labor, Bureau of 
Labor Statistics. 

Source: Economic Report of the President, Transmitted to the Congress, January 1987 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1987), p. 211.



Table 2; LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES OF WOMEN BY AGE 

Presence and age 
of child 

1 year and under 

Under 3 years 

3-5 years 

Under 6 years 

OF YOUNGEST CHILD 

1975 
(2) 

30.8% 

32.6 

42.2 

36.8 

39.0% 

41.5 

31.7 

45.3 

MARCH OF SELECTED YEARS, 1970-86 

Women 
maintaining 

families alone, 
1986 

(3) 

44.7% 

50.9 

64.5 

57.9 

Source: Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, as reported in Economic 
Report of the President, Transmitted to Congress January 1987 (Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1987), p. 211.
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Periodic estimates of the number of working mothers with children of various ages 

are prepared by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census in the 

Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) and are published in reports 

entitled "Who’s Minding the Kids?" The most recent survey reports that in 1987 about 

1.5 million children under 1 year old, 3.8 million children age 1-2 years and 3.9 million 

children ages 3-4 years required childcare. As shown on Table 3, this translates into 

about 8 million working women with about 9 million children under the age of 5.
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Table 3: PRIMARY CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS 
USED BY EMPLOYED MOTHERS 

FOR CHILDREN UNDER 5, BY AGE OF CHILD 

FALL 1987 

(Numbers in thousands) 

  

Total 
Number of Under 1 1 to 2 3 to 4 

Type of arrangement Children Year Years Years 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Number of children 9,124 1,485 3,771 3,868 

Care in child’s home 2,727 463 1,235 1,029 
By father 1,395 232 596 567 
By grandparent 463 81 200 182 
By other relative 298 27 188 83 
By nonrelative 570 123 250 197 

Care in another home 3,251 570 1,558 1,123 
By grandparent 793 131 312 350 
By other relative 428 93 228 107 
By nonrelative 2,031 346 1,019 666 

Organized child care facilities 2,220 209 683 1,328 
Day/group care center 1,465 175 546 744 
Nursery school/preschool 755 34 137 584 

Kindergarten/grade school 90 0 0 90 
Child cares for self* 24 6 9 9 
Mother cares for child at work* 813 237 287 289 

* The survey includes "responses which indicate that the parents 
themselves care for their children while at work .. ., or that the 
children are left to care for themselves." (p. 1) 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Who’s Minding the 
Kids?, Child Care Arrangements: Winter, 1986-87, Current Population 
Reports, Household Economic Studies, Series P-70, No. 20, Table E.
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Economic theory suggests that women will allocate their time between work and 

home such that the marginal benefit of working in the home equals the marginal 

benefit of working in the market. Social changes (urban residences and lower birth 

rates) and technological advances (labor saving devices) have reduced the amount of 

time required to maintain the home. 

However, few technological advances have affected the mother’s commitment to 

childrearing. With a newborn, the mother’s time and attention is immensely important; 

this raises the mother’s marginal product of time at home. As the child ages, the 

mother’s time and attention becomes less critical. The mother’s marginal product of 

home time decreases and working outside the home may become optimal.? The social 

acceptance of hiring a care-provider to care for the child further encourages mothers 

to return to work. 

Moreover, the success of working women has encouraged more women to work: 

expectations have changed about the appropriateness of women establishing and 

investing in their own careers (versus their husbands’); women are attaining higher 

levels of education; and women are achieving higher participation/experience rates -- all 

of which have resulted in higher wages for working women, which in turn induces more 

women to work.’ 

Many mothers work outside the home because their salary is needed to help 

cover the family’s living expenses. They also may have secured better-paying, 

  

2 Jacob Klerman and Arleen Leibowitz, "Child Care and Women’s Return to Work after 

Childbirth,” Women’s Labor Market Mobility: Evidence from the NLS, American Economic 
Review Papers and Proceedings, Vol. 80, No. 2, May 1990, pp. 284-285. 

3 1987 Economic Report of President, op. cit., p. 213.
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professional jobs which they want to keep to further a career. Many women adopt 

a "life cycle" approach to employment decisions: they return to work soon after the 

birth of a child to avoid a break in service which could adversely affect their future 

employment alternatives and salary prospects. 

In years past, these working mothers may have turned to their mothers, their 

mothers-in-law, an aunt, someone in the extended family who was not working to 

provide care for their children. Today relatives provide care for about 3.4 million 

children age 4 and under, or about 37 percent of the total (see Tables 3 and 4).
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Table 4: PERCENT DISTRIBUTION: 

PRIMARY CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS USED BY EMPLOYED MOTHERS 
FOR CHILDREN UNDER 5, BY AGE OF CHILD 

FALL 1987 

Under 1 1 to 2 3 to 4 
Type of arrangement Total Year Years Years 

eee (Percent)----------------- 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Number of children 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 1000% 

Care in child’s home 29.9 31.2 32.7 26.6 
By father 15.3 15.6 15.8 14.7 
By grandparent 5.1 5.5 5.3 4.7 
By other relative 3.3 1.8 5.0 2.2 
By nonrelative 6.2 8.3 6.6 5.1 

Care in another home 35.6 38.4 41.3 29.0 
By grandparent 8.7 8.8 8.3 9.0 
By other relative 4.7 6.3 6.0 2.7 
By nonrelative 22.3 23.3 27.0 17.2 

Organized child care facilities 243 14.1 18.1 34.3 
Day/group care center 16.1 11.8 14.5 19.2 
Nursery school/preschool 8.3 2.3 3.6 15.1 

Kindergarten/grade school 1.0 0 0 2.3 
Child cares for self* 03 0.4 0.2 0.2 
Mother cares for child at work* 8.9 16.0 7.6 7.5 

* The survey includes “responses which indicate that the parents 
themselves care for their children while at work .. ., or that the 
children are left to care for themselves." (p. 1) 

Source: Derived from Table 3.
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But, for many young families, these traditional sources of care are no longer 

available -- women in the extended family also are working and are unable to assist, 

or because families are no longer geographically clustered, no relatives are nearby to 

provide care. Working parents requiring quality care for young children create the 

strong demand for nannies who can live-in or live-out (someone who comes to the 

home each day to provide care, rather than living with the family.) 

Why nannies? As shown on Table 3, above, care in the child’s home by a 

nonrelative is one of several alternatives: in 1987 only about 570,000 of the over 9 

million children under 4 (or 6.2 percent) were cared for by nannies. Clearly, most 

young children are cared for by relatives, in group care settings and in organized child 

care facilities. But for infants and very young children who require constant care and 

attention and who are vulnerable to health and medical problems, in-home care is 

preferred to the other alternatives. Hence, the demand for a nanny to provide that 

constant care and attention in the child’s home environment. 

Countless articles in the popular press report the difficulties in finding and 

keeping well-qualified nannies. In part, the difficulty results because nannies are 

perceived as the top-of-the-line care option (as compared to group care or centers), 

and sometimes the only care option (for infants and very young children). And having 

a nanny is in vogue -- the many "baby boomers" who have very young children and 

who earn enough to afford a nanny want a nanny. An American journalist reported 

that when working mothers of young children are asked what would improve their life, 

most answered "A week off or a nanny.” A British journalist quipped that these 

  

‘ "College of the Canyons’ New Program Trains Child Care Specialists. Call It... Nanny and 
the Professor,” Los Angeles Times, April 20, 1989, p. 12.
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young professionals used to be "“dinks" -- dual income no kids; now they are 

"tinks” -- two incomes, nanny and kids. 

Most working parents are looking for very reliable child care which also is 

affordable and of high quality. Reliability is the motive for many live-in 

arrangements -- parents want a live-in provider to avoid the risk of the nanny being 

late in the morning or not showing up at all; further, a live-in could accommodate 

parents staying late at work. In return for the security of reliable and convenient child 

care, the family forfeits some of its privacy to the live-in nanny. A _ live-out 

arrangement allows the family to function traditionally, but introduces the possibility of 

some uncertainty in the daily routine. 

The service demanded of the nannies centers on the care of the child. Each 

employment agreement is negotiated individually, but the duties included generally cover 

all the responsibilities the parents otherwise would face if they were caring for the 

child: routine care (dressing, bathing, etc.), playing and teaching, meals, tidying the 

child’s room, doing the child’s laundry, driving the child to doctor appointments, and 

so forth. 

J nni 

The individuals who respond to this strong demand are the nanny candidates. 

The International Nannies Association, established in 1985 and based in Austin, Texas, 

defines a “nanny” as: 

  

5 "Hardly Mary Poppins; The Nanny: Old Order Changeth," Los Angeles Times, December 5, 
1988, p. 1.
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Employed by a family on a live-in or live-out basis to undertake all tasks 
related to the care of the children. Duties are generally restricted to child 
care and the domestic tasks related to child care. May or may not have 
had any formal training, though often has a good deal of actual experience. 
Nanny’s work week ranges from 40 to 60 hours a week. Usually works 
unsupervised.® 

Some are indeed the trained nursery nurse; others are young women (and, recently, 

men) responding to a job opportunity: a young person from an economically depressed 

area of the U.S. (perhaps Oregon or Montana) who needs a job; the wife of a 

European professional in the United States on a visa while her husband is on 

assignment, who speaks minimal English and who legally is not to work while in the 

United States; or a 60-ish woman seeking additional income (a gran-nanny). The 

demand is so strong, particularly in urban areas such as Washington, D.C., New York 

City and Los Angeles, that the nanny market has drawn candidates into the labor pool 

who otherwise would pursue other employment opportunities. Further, a large part of 

the labor pool is from the illegal market -- individuals who either are in the United 

States illegally or are here on a visa which precludes them working. 

A. The Legal Market 

A popular source of nannies is England and Ireland, where there is a nanny 

tradition, where nanny training and certification are practiced, and where nannies are 

perceived as important assets to the family. These English and Irish nannies generally 

are placed by an agency. They are considered top quality caregivers’ and are 

expensive: 

  

6 

7 

"The Newfangled Nannies," The Washington Post, June 30, 1990, p. C-9. 

Ibid. p. C-1.
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"[U.S. parents] are offering salaries of up to £700 a month, free food and 
accommodation, medical insurance, and a car to competent candidates. They 
are even paying £500 finders’ fees to employment agencies to help them get 
the girl of their dreams.” 

Another source of supply is the pool of experienced and/or trained U.S. nannies: 

"They are the Cadillacs, the Jeep Grand Wagoneers -- depending on which 
coast, which clients -- of babysitting. They can place complicated phone 
calls. They speak English! They have working papers! Diver’s Licenses! 
They take CPR courses, can quote T. Berry Brazelton and Benjamin Spock, 
deal with the Jealousy Issue, fit in at the country club. They have smarts, 
after all. They are nannies who know. For one thing, they knew to be 
nannies -- not babysitters or au pairs or mother’s helpers or day-care 
workers.” 

Hariette Grant -- the 1990 Nanny of the Year, elected by the International Nannies 

Association -- is such an individual. She has a nursing degree and has been a nanny 

for 27 years -- 13 years with one family, 14 years with another. 

Another source for nannies has been the Mormon Church: young Mormon 

women are very popular as nannies because they do not drink or smoke and the 

Mormon heritage promotes high moral standards and a family orientation. An agency 

in Salt Lake City estimated placing about 500 Mormons in nanny positions in each of 

the last several years. Recently, however, the Mormon Church has encouraged its 

young women not to become nannies because they often lose their support systems 

(family, friends and church) and can be taken advantage of by their employers or new 

friends. As a result, fewer Mormons are seeking placement.” 

  

"Nanny Knows Best Deal is in America," The Daily Telegraph, October 25, 1990, p. 3. 

"The Newfangled Nannies,” op, cit. 

"Mormon Church Advises Young Women Against Nanny Jobs," United Press International, 
November 20, 1989, Regional News.
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Au pairs also provide nanny services. Young European students from the 

Netherlands, West Germany, Sweden, Britain and Ireland come to the U.S. generally 

during the summer as part of a cultural exchange program, but work as an in-home 

caregiver. The au pairs are paid for their work and are provided medical insurance. 

Au Pair/Homestay USA, which sponsors the Au Pair in America program, estimates 

they placed over 6,600 live-in au pairs from 1986-1989." In the summer of 1990, 

over 100 students from Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union (both areas "opened" by 

the late 1989-1990 political changes) were to come to the U.S. as nannies under a 

program sponsored by the American Institute for Foreign Study; in return, the US. 

was to send 150 students to Leningrad. The arrangement is considered a cultural 

exchange program. However, American families "hosting" a family companion pay $130 

a week for child care and light housework services; the companions generally are here 

for 10 weeks.” 

The Au pair program has been so successful that the American Institute for 

Foreign Study has begun a new American Family Companion program to find U.S. 

youth to work in the U.S. as nannies. American companions work up to 55 hours per 

week as live-in housekeepers and babysitters and receive at least $125 per week salary, 

medical insurance, a 2-week paid vacation, private room and board, a $250 education 

allowances, access to a local community counselor, and after one year, a free trip to 

  

11 *Summer’s Approach Raises Demand for Nannies," UPI, May 12, 1989, Financial Section. 

2 "Nannies coming to U.S. from Eastern Europe and Soviet Union, UPI, March 29, 1990, 
Regional News.
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Europe or a $750 bonus. American companions are at least 18 years old, have a valid 

driver’s license and have some child care experience.” 

Individuals whose background and experience includes only babysitting or mothers- 

helper work pursue nanny positions. These individuals can now attend a variety of 

training or educational programs to upgrade their skills -- there currently are over 68 

nanny programs at community colleges and over 15 private schools (e.g., National 

Academy of Nannies, Inc.) offering training.” 

But there is no standardized nanny certification program in the United States. 

Without a qualifications requirement (some standard to act as a barrier to entry), 

anyone can try his/her hand at being a nanny. This includes young adults with 

minimal child care skills who otherwise might work at McDonalds for minimum wage, 

people with criminal records interested in low-profile positions and elderly women 

looking for something to occupy their time. 

Prior to 1988, illegal aliens were in ready-supply as nannies. If caught working 

without a green card and without a sponsor, the alien was fined. "In the past, so 

many illegal aliens were looking for domestic jobs that even dream housekeepers, 

nannies and maids were easily replaced."" Nanny positions were attractive to the 

individual because many were live-in positions -- a condition required to be sponsored 

by a family for a green card, which would allow her to work legally. The nanny’s goal 

generally was obtaining a green card -- a process which took from 2.5-4 years and cost 

  

"New Nanny Program Offers European Travel As Benefit," PR Newswire, November 28, 1989. 

"Nanny Scarcity has Parents Scrambling to Make Job Worth It," Los Angeles Times, November 
4, 1990, p. 12. 

"Couples Search for Ways to Perk Up Nanny Jobs,” Los Angeles Times, January 22, 1990, 
p. El.
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about $2,500 in fees and expenses. Many families assisted in the application process 

and underwrote the financial expense, in large measure to keep the nanny at least 

during this several-year process, if not longer. 

B. The Illegal Market 

The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 severely limits the employment 

opportunities for illegal aliens and shifts the burden of responsibility from the alien to 

the employer.© The legislation specifies sanctions (jail sentences of up to 6 months) 

and fines (up to $10,000) which must be paid by any employer knowingly employing 

illegal aliens. These individuals are attractive nanny-candidates to many parents: many 

have well-developed child care skills, higher levels of education, better socialization, etc. 

than the younger, less experienced US. citizens; others often are willing to work for 

much less than their citizen counterparts. 

Illegal aliens generally are introduced to parents searching for a nanny by friends 

or family already working in a household (a referral), by church placement groups, by 

community placement services and by agencies. A green card may be shown by the 

applicant, but there is no easy way for a family to prove the legitimacy of the person’s 

papers.” 

Most illegal aliens find nanny positions through this informal network. 

"Much more typical are informal matches. When Marata Perez 
arrived, for instance, she paid a Guatemalan women in her 

neighborhood $50 to find her a first job; by now, Perez figures that 

  

16 This Act granted amnesty to illegal aliens who had been working in homes; now able to work 
legally, many of these individuals moved to higher paying office jobs. 

1” "Latina Nannies/Anglo Families; The Intimate Experiment: What Happens When Two Cultures 
Meet at the Playpen and the Cradle?", Los Angeles Times, February 19, 1989, p. 18.
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she herself has placed seven Guatemalans and Salvadorans, at no 
charge. 

"Donna Kramer, another Anglo mother, who lives in Pacific 
Palisades, describes the underground network: ‘No one I know has 
to look more than two weeks (for help). You just put the word out 
and it’s there.” 

In Washington, D.C., another type of illegal alien often searches for a nanny 

position: the wife of a scientist or educator in the United States on some type of 

exchange program, or the wife of embassy personnel. These individuals tend to be 

better educated, speak good English and are able to meet parents’ expectations of 

quality care; and the wages offered may seem good by their country’s standards, 

particularly on a tax-free basis. 

The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) personnel actively pursue 

suspicious travelers entering the United States -- for example "young British women 

who come to the United States posing as tourists, but who are going to work illegally 

"19 One such traveller was questioned for three as highly paid professional nannies. 

hours by INS officers upon her arrival at Dulles Airport. She ultimately was allowed 

to enter the United States as a tourist -- and “the family that had found her through 

her ad in the British Magazine Nursery World was waiting for her on the other side 

of passport control." 

The INS also is petitioned by parents employing illegal aliens who return to their 

countries (for vacations, family emergencies, etc.) and once outside the United States, 

  

* Ibid. 

% "The Clandestine Nannies Who Try to Slip Past Uncle Sam," The Independent, September 4, 
1990, p. 16. 

* Ibid.
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cannot return. The INS receives about 4,000 petitions each year requesting exceptional 

treatment and approves about 800. For example, a Guatemalan working illegally as 

a nanny was instrumental in assisting police find her 4-year old charge after the child 

was kidnapped, and, as a result of her efforts, the government allowed her to become 

a legal resident of the United States rather than be deported.”! 

The INS also can prosecute vigorously. Recently, Samuel Kaplan, owner of Select 

Employment Services, a Baltimore, Maryland, employment agency, was prosecuted for 

importing women -- allegedly over 600 women -- from Trinidad and other Caribbean 

Islands to be nannies in homes in the Baltimore-Washington area. The women each 

paid Kaplan a placement fee of $2,000 to $2,500, part of which Kaplan paid to three 

"recruiters" working with him in Trinidad. The women entered the United States as 

vacationers, with no work permits or green cards. Kaplan then placed the women in 

nanny positions, paying $135 to $200 per week. Kaplan also apparently helped some 

of the women apply for green cards, which, as previously mentioned, is a 2.5 to 4-year 

process. His conviction actually was limited to "one count of inducing an illegal alien 

to enter the United States and a second count of referring another to a job for a 

fee" - both violations of immigration laws. He faces 5.5 years in prison and $253,000 

in fines.” 

  

21 "INS Heeds Family Plea, Let Nanny Hero Return," Los Angeles Times, February 20, 1990, 
p. 1. 

2 "Owner of Md. Job Agency Guilty in Illegal Nanny Case," The Washington Post, December 
8, 1990, p. BS.
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The Cost of a Nanny: 

A. Wages and Benefits 

The cost of quality-care nannies is high. The demand for trained, experienced 

nannies is so strong that they generally are placed easily, often with buyers bidding up 

the wage to secure the deal (such a nanny may earn $350-$800 per week plus 

benefits -- room and board, use of a car, paid sick leave, paid vacations).~ In most 

instances, parents and agencies are in search of less-experienced individuals who are 

willing to work long hours (say, 10 to 12 hours a day, Monday through Friday; perhaps 

part of Saturday) for minimal wages (in the $4-$5 per hour range or, today, around 

$200 per week; for live-ins, the value of the additional room and board has been 

estimated at $36 per week) in a profession which historically has not been highly 

respected.* The Fairfax County Office for Children estimates that in 1989 the weekly 

cost of a nanny was $135-165, or about $6,000 per year.~ In New York City, nannies 

earn $250 to $500 per week, somewhat higher than the national average of $150 to 

$500 per week. In the Los Angeles area, "(t]he going rate for a skilled live-in 

housekeeper or nanny who can speak English, drive, cook and take kids to the doctor, 

is $300 to $500 for a 50-hour week."”’ 

  

"College of the Canyons’ New Program Trains Child Care Specialists,” op, cit.; "Where to Turn 
When You Need A Nanny,” Business Week, December 21, 1987, p. 133; "Nanny Search Has 
Area Parents Pining for Mary Poppins,” The Washington Post, February 6, 1989, p. Al. 

“Need for Nannies Increases but They Don’t Do Windows,” Business First-Louisville, May 22, 
1989, p. 1; "How to Hire a Nanny,” The Washingtonian, October 1988, p. 171. 

WNVC Television, "The Child Care Crisis. . .Here and Now,” Channel 56, August 9, 1989. 

"N.Y. Nannies Wield Powers Mary Poppins Would Envy,” Chicago Tribune, September 30, 
1990, p. 1. 

"Couples Search for Ways to Perk Up Nanny Jobs," op. cit.
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A 1987 study by the Families & Work Institute estimates that nationally, families 

spend between 10 and 25 percent of income on child care.* Locally, Fairfax County 

estimates that resident families on average spend about 10 percent of their income on 

child care each year. In North Carolina, child care expenses reportedly rank fourth 

in family budgets -- after food, housing and taxes.” 

As demand for nannies has risen, families able to afford them have developed 

ways to sweeten the pay package to keep a quality care provider, including offering: 

M™@ an annual paid vacation; 

M@ health insurance; 

HM interest-free loans; 

™ pension plans; 

M@ the establishment of college education funds for nanny’s children; and/or 

M@ a reduction of housekeeping chores. 

At one extreme, one or more of these benefits may be offered in exchange for a lower 

more affordable weekly salary. At the other extreme, parents will do almost anything 

to keep a good nanny: 

To keep her live-in, Beth Rogers, of Brentwood, happily kept raising the 
ante. A mother of four and the owner of a framing company, Rogers sent 
her housekeeper to school to learn English. Then she paid for her driving 
lessons. Eventually, she sent her to accounting classes so she could handle 
the family budget. "I called her my ‘home manager’ because she was so 
much more than a housekeeper," said Rogers. 

When her housekeeper’s son, Raoul Cano, arrived from El Salvador, Rogers 

took the boy into her home rather than lose her crackerjack home manager. 

  

* "The Work & Family Coalition: Better Business for the Future,” The Region, Metropolitan 
Council of Governments, Fall 1990, Vol. 31, No. 2, p. 18. 

” WNVC Television, “Children: Everybody’s Business,” Channel 56, August 9, 1989.
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She nominated him for enrollment at the Curtis School, an exclusive private | 
school in West Los Angeles where her four children were enrolled (and 
where she was on the board of directors), but he won a scholarship on his 
own. 

Gradually, he became part of the family. He lived with her children, went 
on ski trips with them, accompanied them on summer vacations. 

Today Cano is applying to good private colleges. "He'll get in," says Rogers. 
"He’s a great guy and he’s done very well. If he gets into an expensive 
college, we’ll help him apply for financial help and supplement whatever he 
can’t get for himself. Anything that our kids would get, Raoul will get.” 

Ironically, the additional training offered as a perk may ultimately raise the nanny’s 

skill level so that she can find a better paying job -- and leave the family’s employ. 

To avoid this possibility, some families pay premium wages -- as much as 50 percent 

over market -- for loyal, trusted, quality care nannies.” 

B. Other Costs 

In addition to wage and benefits costs, parents incur the cost of finding the 

nanny. If an agency is used, a placement or finder’s fee is paid by the parents, 

ranging from $500 to $2,000 or more. Some agencies offer guarantees, others do not. 

The range of the service and guarantee generally is reflected in the level of the fee. 

If the parents locate a nanny on their own -- using nonfee sources such as county 

referral lists, community and church referrals, public postings at local businesses (e.g,, 

grocery stores), government and hospitals (e.g., National Institute of Health) -- the 

value of their time must be considered (i.e., the opportunity cost). Out-of-pocket 

expenses may be incurred if advertisements are placed in newspapers. 

  

3° "Couples Search for Ways to Perk Up Nanny Jobs,” op. cit. 

* Ibid.
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Once the nanny candidates are located -- either through an agency or 

individually -- time is spent interviewing candidates, evaluating qualifications, checking 

references, selecting the prospect and designing and negotiating the employment 

contract. Search costs and transactions costs are incurred. Search costs are those 

incurred in and locating candidates, screening, interviewing the candidate; checking 

references; and selecting and hiring the nanny. Transaction costs are the “costs of 

running the system." They include ex_ante costs (costs of drafting, negotiating and 
  

safeguarding agreements) and ex post costs (monitoring costs, haggling costs, setting up 

and running governance structures and bonding costs). These costs are interdependent 

and must be evaluated jointly (transaction costs are not measured directly). 

Most parents consider the level of these search costs and transaction costs as they 

formulate their nanny search and participate in the market. 

The Volume of Transactions: 

The market transaction involves the purchase and sale of a service -- the provision 

of child care services in the child’s home. And, as described above, the nanny may 

live with the family or live-out, coming to the home each day to provide care. 

There are many transactions in this market. For example, in 1986 in Fairfax 

County alone, an estimated 13,000 infants to children age 2 required child care 

services.*> The most recent Census reports that throughout the United States about 

  

3 Oliver E. Williamson, The Economic Institutions of Capitalism: Firms, Markets, Relational 
Contracting (New York: The Free Press, 1985), "Transaction Cost Economics," Chapter 1, pp. 
18-21. 

3 WNVC Television, "The Child Care Crisis . . . Here and Now," op, cit.
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9 million children under the age of 4 require child care because their mothers work. 

Of the 9 million, about 570,000 are cared for in the child’s home by a nonrelative; 

another 2 million are cared for in another’s home by a nonrelative. (See Table 3, 

above.) Using the Fairfax county estimate of $6,000 per child per year for a nanny,* 

for the 570,000 children requiring care, this yields a $3.4 billion industry. In terms of 

dollar volume, the nanny market is roughly the size of the household detergent industry 

(sales of $3.8 billion).* 

The number of transactions also is high because parents may employ more than 

one nanny (or use more than one type of child care) in a year. Some families are 

fortunate to find an individual who stays to raise the children -- a Hariette Grant (the 

1990 Nanny of the Year), who has been with the same family for 13 years. More 

often, there is more frequent turnover for reasons including, among others: 

the nanny is unhappy (no friends, no social life, work hours too long, etc.); 

the family is unhappy (invasion of the family’s privacy; contention between 

nanny and mother; nanny’s behavior problems, etc.); 

the child requires different care as he/she ages; 

family finds a more economical arrangement. 

The most pervasive problems seem to relate to the employer-employee 

relationship. It is quite delicate in that working parents are very concerned about the 

  

The 1987 SIPP Survey reports the average weekly cost of child care was $48.50. This number 
clearly includes all types of child care, ranging from free care provided by relatives to fairly 
pricey nannies. 

“Laundry Detergents,” Consumer Reports, February 1991, p. 100.
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quality of care and, further, have very little experience dealing with child care in an 

employment context: 

"Dealing with in-home help casts many women in an unfamiliar role. Unlike 
Britain, the United States has no nanny tradition, and the parent-caregiver 
relationship stretches beyond the boundaries of employer and employee. Few 
middle-class women grew up with full-time, in-home care, and they stand on 
shaky social ground, especially when the help lives in.” 

The quest for a good nanny is so serious that one journalist joked that at 

Washington cocktail parties more time is spent talking about nanny searches than 

37 telling Dan Quayle jokes.*’ This is because regardless of the method chosen for the 

search (an agency, referral or self-search) the parents’ time and participation is 

required to undertake the search and complete the hiring transaction. More knowledge 

and exploratory information gained from as many sources as possible can better 

educate you and lead to swifter success: 

The parents out there hunting for care swap tales of lengthy, frustrating 
searches for someone they can trust and exchange notes on the times things 
went wrong: 

Reed Phillips, a Falls Church father, brought a young woman over from 
West Germany, only to find she did not know the basics of feeding a baby 
and only wanted to watch MTV. The arrangement lasted two weeks. 

Patricia Esslinger of Chevy Chase hired a private detective to check the 
backgrounds of prospective in-home child care providers referred by private 
agencies and found several phony or exaggerated references uncaught by the 
agencies. She and her husband ultimately found someone through a friend. 

Lynn Stone, mother of one baby and expecting a second, flew a young 
woman into Northern Virginia from Minnesota hoping to hire her as a 
nanny, but it didn’t work out and the woman was sent home. After 

  

% "In-home child care is booming with our two-income family lifestyle," Newsday, January 14, 
1990, p. 10. 

37 "The Clandestine Nannies Who Try to Slip Past Uncle Sam,” op. cit.
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interviewing more than 40 prospects found through referral agencies, she 
found one she liked and hired her in December. 

One Camp Springs, Md., couple with two small children had to fire one 
nanny who spanked their daughter against their wishes and tried to conceal 
it from them, and an 18-year-old they flew in from out of town left after 
one day because she was homesick. 

That couple, now in their fourth search for a nanny, in the past had paid 
more than $1,000 in agency fees plus air fare. If the child care worker 
leaves after three months, that investment is gone, said the father, an 

audio-visual manager for a local organization.* 

  

38 "Nanny Search Has Area Parents Pining for Mary Poppins,” op. cit.



CHAPTER II; HOW THE MARKET WORKS 

The transaction of a parent hiring a nanny seems quite straightforward. It 

generally is not ... and it requires participants in the transaction to be quite 

resourceful. To study the workings of this market, I interviewed five parents 

individually,” interviewed seven parents in a group setting and surveyed 17 parents 

via questionnaire. 

Three of the five parents I interviewed individually decided to search themselves 

for their first nannies. They felt the search would not be very difficult and they could 

avoid the agency red tape and fees. They also believed that someone local would 

answer their needs -- they would not have to advertise across the country. The 

challenge was how to locate the individual. These parents began their search by asking 

friends (other mothers in their birth classes or in the neighborhood or at the park), 

relatives and colleagues for information and recommendations. Two of the three found 

their nannies -- but in the local illegal market. The third parent ended her search and 

went to an agency. 

The remaining two parents interviewed used only an agency for placements. One 

hired a nanny who will be shared with another couple, thereby allowing the cost to be 

shared. In the other instance, the agency placed two nannies (the first ultimately 

unacceptable, followed by an agency-replacement reported to be outstanding). In the 

instance mentioned above where the parent ended her individual search in favor of 

working with an agency, the agency placed a nanny who then lived in South Carolina 

  

* Jane Platt Brown and Bruce Sloan, former colleagues; Todd Morrison and Richard Rozek, 
colleagues; and Kathy Burke, a neighbor. 
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and met all of the parents’ requirements (suitable background, fluent English, etc.). 

The family paid the agency fee and paid for the nanny’s flight and move to 

Washington, D.C. She worked for the family for six months, went to South Carolina 

for Christmas and never returned (she never resigned either). This parent decided 

then that if the employment relationship was likely to work this way (her experience 

was echoed by other mothers) and she was to be a repeat player in this market, she 

would handle the search herself; rather than repeatedly pay agency fees, she would 

learn how to perform the agency’s services herself. She independently located her next 

three nannies (the second stayed 6 months, the third stayed 2 months and the fourth 

stayed about 3 months) for her 16-month old daughter; when the fourth nanny did not 

work out, the mother decided to enroll her daughter in a child care center near her 

office (by then her daughter was old enough to be accepted by the center). 

In each of these five searches, the parents had to participate in the search -- at 

a minimum, by interviewing prospective candidates and making the selection decision. 

In fact, all of the five were very involved in the search. Each had developed an 

individual list of questions. Each was looking for someone whose attitudes and 

morals/outlook/approach was most like theirs. Most made decisions based on “gut 

reactions," supplemented by some reference checking.” In one instance, the parents 

not only interviewed the nanny applicant but also asked to speak with/interview the 

applicant’s mother, to probe further about the applicant’s upbringing, values, habits, etc. 

  

“ More recently, as the popular press reports stories of child care providers with many aliases 
and related criminal records, police/security background checks have become a very important 
part of the typical application process, whether handled by an agency or individually. 
American Security Services Corp. (AMSEC) located in Middleburg, VA, performs such checks, 
at an average cost of $65. ("The Newfangled Nannies,” op. cit. p. C8.)
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In another, the applicant’s references were not sterling, but the parent reacted very 

favorably to the applicant in the interview; she was hired in spite of her poor 

references. 

The seven parents I interviewed in a group setting*’ used a variety of child care 

arrangements, depending on the number of children and their ages. Two parents, each 

with two children, employed nannies; one parent paid the nanny $50 per day, the other 

paid $60 per day. One parent arranged for a friend to care for her child and would 

not consider leaving her child with someone she did not personally know. One parent 

took one of her children to a child care center in Vienna, Virginia and the other to 

a provider in Arlington, Virginia (about 10 miles away) because the center could not 

take the second child until very recently; she also felt different arrangements were best 

for each child at their different ages. One parent used group care. Two parents use 

child care centers; one commented that child care centers usually have waiting lists. 

These seven parents agreed to complete survey questionnaires, with anonymity. 

They also distributed questionnaires to others not at the meeting. The 17 

questionnaire responses are included as Appendix A. 

Of the 17 respondents, six located their providers/arrangements through the 

newspaper, six found theirs through a friend or relative, one found her provider 

through a local condominium bulletin board, one through an ad in her community, one 

through a referral listing prepared by the National Association for the Education of 

Young People, and two through schools. 

  

“' The New York Avenue Parents Group at the U.S. Department of Agriculture meets monthly 

to discuss parenting issues and concerns. On Monday, February 4, 1991, seven parents 
attended the meeting.
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The factors important to these parents varied. However, quality of care and 

reliability were ranked as "most important;" cost and convenience were ranked 

"somewhat important." 

From these questionnaires it is apparent that perspectives about child care vary 

widely. All recognize the importance of and the burden of the search. Most parents 

do not have written contracts with the provider. However, the employment contract 

is implicitly negotiated during the search process. Certainly, by the time the 

nanny-of-choice is selected, the family’s expectations should be clear, as should the 

nanny’s willingness to meet those expectations.” An _ explicit agreement or 

understanding about the major points (e.g., salary, pay interval, use of car, vacation) 

is reached but few parents were concerned about having a written contract specifying 

the details of the agreement. This approach is parallel to that observed by Coase in 

describing agreements where the hope is for a long-term relationship: ". . . the service 

which is being provided is described in general terms, the exact details being left until 

a later date.“° This leaves much room, however, for misunderstandings and 

disappointment on both sides of the employment relationship. 

While the details of each negotiated agreement differ, trouble reportedly develops 

typically over issues about the length of the workday, the degree of privileges (e.g., use 

of car, telephone, having visitors during the day, etc.) and the amount of housekeeping 

involved (e.g., cleaning the entire house versus cleaning the child’s room; cooking meals 

  

“ In contrast, the British emphasize the importance of having the arrangement made explicit in 
a contract and continually updated. "A Norland girl, who never works without a Contract, 
is drilled to renegotiate annually." ("Cast off the shackles, low-pay nannies told,” Sunday 
Telegraph, January 7, 1990, p. 8.) 

“ Ronald Coase, "The Nature of the Firm," Economica, Vol. 4, 1937, reprint, p. 76.
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for the entire family versus preparing meals for the child). When problems arise, both 

the employer and employee seem more willing to sever the relationship (which, 

obviously, requires starting the entire search process and transaction over again) than 

to work out problems. The reasons underlying the termination decisions generally are 

not economic, but rather psychological and social. Logic suggests that if good nannies 

are scarce and very expensive, one might have to cultivate an affordable nanny; and 

cultivation takes much time, patience and investment in training. Using the parallel 

of the employment relationship, employees generally are not fired after making one 

mistake or showing poor judgment; they are counseled and trained to perform to 

expectations. However, in the nanny relationship, all of this must occur in your home, 

with your possessions and with your child’s care in the balance. Parent’s take their 

responsibility very seriously and are more likely to sanction than train. On the other 

side of the equation, because the nanny knows there are plenty of other positions 

available, she is less likely to accept expectations and criticism she feels are 

unreasonable. 

When the relationship dissolves, the search begins again. The players now each 

are a little more experienced and knowledgeable. As a repeat player, some time may 

be saved by operating with an expanded information set, but the search process 

remains essentially the same.



CHAPTER III: 

RKS AS IT DOES -- CONTRA I 

Given the nature of the market demand and labor supply, the nanny employment 

transaction involves asymmetric information, significant search costs and transactions 

costs, and much uncertainty and risk. Indeed, nannying today has been described as 

“what secretarial work was 20 or 25 years ago for girls not going immediately to 

college™ -- suggesting that there are many candidates with little discernible 

differentiation in skills. Parties to the transaction seek ways to limit the uncertainty 

and risk and reduce their costs. 

ion m 

Each side of the employment transaction participates with less than full 

information about the market and the other party. In this regard, the nanny market 

is no different than other employment markets. The nanny applicants are somewhat 

better positioned than the family, because the core job responsibilities are known 

(continuing the analogy to secretarial positions, a secretarial applicant generally knows 

the basic skill requirements); a good interviewer explains and explores the particular 

additional or different requirements of the position and will restate for mutual benefit 

the basic “assumed” duties. The family, on the other hand, is operating with less 

information. The applicant provides qualifications and reference information and the 

family must verify its accuracy. 

  

“ "Nannies Crop Up From Heartland," The Washington Post, June 25, 1990, p. D1 
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As revealed in my interviews with parents, most made their hiring decisions based 

on instinctive reactions to applicants. These instinctive reactions are formed during the 

screening and interviewing processes, as information is exchanged by the parties about 

themselves and the job. Information also is conveyed by the candidates’ personal 

characteristics and revealed attitudes. All of this information -- education, experience, 

sex, race, personal appearance, attitude -- may be signals.“ While the family does 

not know everything about the applicant at the end of the interview, the observable 

characteristics provide a lot of useful information. 

The parent can assess the reliability of the information and make selection 

decisions. Because uncertainty remains, the parent is essentially purchasing a lottery: 

Will the nanny prove to be competent, work well and meet the family’s expectations? 

Will the nanny shirk her job responsibilities? Will she perform well but stay only a 

short time? Probabilities can be associated with the various lottery outcomes -- that 

is, the conditional probability that the candidate will succeed given the set of observable 

signals. The range of outcomes and the associated probabilities will be affected by 

experience in the market and the knowledge gained from repeated transactions.” 

The parents I interviewed endorse the notion that much information is gained 

from signals and by experience in the market. They suggest that while the same 

process followed in the first search is followed in subsequent searches, the signals are 

  

“S A. Michael Spence defines four categories of characteristics (p. 10): potential signal: an 
observable alterable characteristic; potential index: an observable unalterable characteristic; 
actual signal: a potential signal which affects an employer’s conditional probability 
assessments of productivity; and actual index: a potential index which affects an employee's 
conditional probability assessment of productivity. 

“ A. Michael Spence, Market Signalling, Informational Transfer in Hiring and Rel reenin 
Processes (Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1974), pp. 7-8.
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evaluated differently. As a result, the conditional probabilities change and the outcome 

chosen may be different (ie., last time I chose someone whom I felt would be 

adequate but would stay a long time; this time I want the best nanny, even, if she only 

stays 4 months). 

Some characteristics -- such as appearance and attitudes ~ can be manipulated; 

others such as level of education cannot. Applicants may attempt to alter certain 

observable signals and in doing so, affect the parent’s conditional probabilities and 

lottery outcome. 

In the nanny market, the value of the information exchange seems to be in the 

screening and selection process -- narrowing the candidates to the one of choice. The 

value is not in determining the wage level; that is, from my interviews with parents, 

the wage level was set (with some modest flexibility) in advance and the search process 

was designed to find the best person for that wage. The financial constraint is driven 

in large part by the long work hours required of the nanny, the significant expenditure 

which results and the limits of the family budget. 

h_Costs_ an nsactions Costs: 

The search process is centered on the pursuit of information. In most searches, 

parents turn to friends, relatives and associates to provide referral information about 

job candidates or about agencies. In this sense, the service of providing child care has 

a characteristic of a "reputation good;” that is, ". . . consumers’ search among sellers
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is conducted primarily by asking relatives, friends and associates for 

recommendations.” 

Other sources of information are county-sponsored and state-sponsored agencies 

(e.g., the Fairfax County Office for Children), organizations and programs designed to 

gather and disseminate general information (Children’s Defense Fund). These sources 

do not rate or endorse any individuals on any lists, nor do they perform any placement 

or employment functions. Other organizations will post your job description or 

advertisement, acting as a local "bulletin board” (e.g., the National Institute of Health). 

In response to a perceived need for still more information and lower search costs, 

nanny agencies entered the market. There currently are over 200 employment agencies 

in the United States that place nannies.“ Some act only as a matching or placement 

service; some provide ongoing contacts and counseling with the nanny placed and with 

the family; some provide extensive background and reference checks; some recruit 

candidates throughout the country; all tend to provide advice.” Generally the parents 

can give the agency a “wish list" for their ideal nanny, specifying preferences regarding 

race, language proficiency, smoking, etc., and the agency will search their pool of 

candidates accordingly. 

Agencies seem to have certain advantages in locating job candidates resulting from 

economies of scale or scope. Placing classified advertisements in newspapers, locally 

  

Mark V. Pauly and Mark A. Satterthwaite, "The pricing of primary care physicians’ services: 
a test of the role of consumer information," The Bell Journal of Economics, Vol. 12, No. 2, 
1981, p. 488. 

"Hunting Nannies in Mellow Midwest; Competition is fierce to recruit wholesome young adults 
to care for New York kids," Newsday, February 27, 1989, p. 1. 

“Helping Parents Enlist Nannies," Business New Hampshire, Vol. 5, No. 7, July 1988, p. 50.
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or in other areas of the United States, can be very expensive; agencies may have the 

advantage of being a repeat customer or a large customer, thereby achieving a discount 

in the purchase (a cash discount, or lengthening the run period at no charge). The 

agency may know which newspapers should be targeted in which cities; they may be 

better able to evaluate the relative value of advertising in local newspapers versus the 

large daily newspaper in an area. Because agencies place numerous ads (certainly 

more ads than an individual would place), they can determine what specific language 

used in the ad has achieved the best response (in level and in quality).° Many 

agencies now advertise as recruiters -- in the Yellow Pages nanny agencies are included 

under "Employment Agencies" (to attract nanny candidates) as well as under “Day 

Care/Nurseries" (to attract parents). 

Agencies’ recruiting efforts produce a ready stock of nanny candidates to respond 

to demand; moreover these efforts remove regional constraints from the labor 

supply -- for example, American Nannies (Silver Spring, MD) recruits and has an office 

in Montana. Some agencies send scouts across the country, seeking out and 

interviewing candidates willing to move to urban areas in the East, such as New York 

City and Washington, D.C. These scouts are aware of which cities produce good 

responses to their ads. A recruiter may visit several cities, holding information 

seminars and interviewing in hotels to recruit applicants for placement. Recruiters 

often go to college towns searching for drop-outs from the child development/education 

  

® One parent interviewed has advertised in daily newspapers in Oregon, Montana and 
Pennsylvania, in The Washington Post, and in local Montgomery County weeklies. She 
believes her best responses have come from very general ads -- no specifics of the duties, 
no wage mentioned, etc. 

I have heard anecdotes of parents including phrases in ads which would act as a selection 
filter -- if the reader did not understand the phrase, he/she would not respond to the ad.
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programs. One such recruiter explained that she routinely travels to recruit; an 

average trip may cost $1,700 which can be recovered by two successful one-year 

placements.*! These are costs and a level of search that cannot easily be undertaken 

by the typical working parent. 

Most nanny agencies realize that the family and nanny are likely first-time players 

in this market -- or perhaps frustrated frequent players. They know that the product 

at issue is not a good which can be examined prior to purchase, with a manufacturer’s 

guarantee/warranty and a Consumer Report’s rating. They know that the service 

largely affects the infant, who cannot report verbally on its care. They know that the 

hiring of the nanny is of great importance and concern to the parents. They know 

that the nanny may not negotiate a contract which results in fair payment, given the 

hours of work required. By acting as the knowledgeable intermediary, the agency 

provides additional information to the parent and to the nanny and may limit the 

search costs and transactions costs.* In many instances nanny agencies are founded 

  

St "Hunting Nannies .. .", op. cit, 

% The use of a nanny agency is similar to the use of a real estate agent in a home 
sale/purchase. First, because the buyer and/or seller likely (but not always) are infrequent 
players in the market, there is much unfamiliar information one or both parties must master. 
Second, the transaction at issue is very important to all the parties -- in real estate, generally 
the transaction involves your largest financial asset; in hiring a nanny, the transaction involves 
the care of your most valuable “asset" and an ongoing and substantial financial commitment. 
Third, there is much specialized information which must bear on the transaction -- in the 
real estate transaction, the financial and legal requirements are myriad and complicated; in 
hiring a nanny, you become an employer and must assume certain reporting responsibilities 
and liabilities.
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by a parent who experienced the frustration and fatigue of the search and believed she 

could provide a valuable service based on that experience and knowledge.* 

The parents’ decision about whether to use a nanny agency often is dependent 

upon a calculation of avoided cost -- how much can the family save in search costs, 

transactions costs and opportunity costs by paying an agency to perform services and 

functions the family otherwise would have to perform and at which the family has no 

comparative advantage. Indeed, as Pauly and Satterthwaite suggest in the primary 

medical care/physician services context, as the strong demand for nannies draws 

additional nanny-candidates into the market, buyers have less information about them 

and have a more difficult time searching through the candidates; and, as the search 

becomes more difficult, buyers become less price sensitive.™ 

Different parents’ calculations of avoided costs yield different results. Some 

determine that by using an agency they are avoiding very little cost, since they still 

must incur search costs and transaction costs, as they define the job, interview 

applicants, negotiate the agreement, monitor the nanny’s performance, handle the 

federal reporting and tax requirements (which are significant) and learn from each 

search and transaction to be prepared to begin the process again if and when the 

nanny leaves. Any bonding costs incurred also are transactions costs; for example, a 

  

* “Necessity Creates Nanny Business," The New York Times, March 26, 1989, p. 15. Leslie 
Sullivan and Ronna Rollins founded Nannies for You, Inc.; Sherry Riflin founded 
Domestically Yours, Inc. The owners of these agencies saw a market opportunity: "So what 
do you do when you are in desperate need of something that cannot be found? You do what 
any enterprising American would do: you start your own business and make some money to 
boot.” 

* Pauly and Satterthwaite, op. cit. 

> At the recent nanny convention, Advantage Payroll advertised its direct deposit of wages and 
tax form service for $8.25 per week. ("The Newfangled Nannies,” op. cit., p. C-8.)
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family may pay the nanny a premium wage in order to encourage loyalty to the family, 

and discourage turnover. Some parents value highly any contribution an agency can 

make in reducing search costs and transaction costs activities. Clearly, whether an 

agency is used depends on the agency’s fee structure, the replacement or guarantee the 

agency may offer and how the parents value their time. 

isk_ and Un in 

The employment relationship is fraught with uncertainty and risk. Because the 

demand is so strong and because these nannies are relatively mobile, the risks seem 

to be borne by the family. These risks include the quality of the care that is provided, 

the length of the employment commitment and the level of effort expended to be 

compatible with the family. In this market, the two ways to reduce and perhaps to 

equalize the parties’ risk and uncertainty are (1) to use an agency to provide more 

detailed screening service and some replacement guarantee and/or (2) to contract with 

incentives designed to elicit high-quality performance.*’ 

The agency’s exposure to risk is limited to whether a family or a nanny will 

recommend use of that agency to others and/or whether a family will complain to a 

  

* "Incumbent employees who have specific training become valuable resources... . Turnover 
is costly, since a similarly qualified but inexperienced employee would have to acquire the 
requisite task-specific skills before he would reach a level of productivity equivalent to that 
of an incumbent. A premium is accordingly offered to specifically trained employees to 
discourage turnover, although in principle a long-term contract would suffice." Oliver 
Williamson, Michael Wachter and Jeffrey Harris, "Understanding the employment relation: 
the analysis of idiosyncratic exchange,” The Bell Journal of Economics, Vol. 6, 1975, reprint, 
p. 136. 

57 As Knight suggests there is "[t]he possibility of thus reducing uncertainty by transforming it 

into a measurable risk ...." [Frank Knight, Risk, Certainty and Profit (New York: 
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1921, 1957, excerpt p. 61).]
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government agency about the nanny agency’s poor service. The agency seeks to reduce 

this risk by limiting the service it provides. In all of the arrangements I explored, the 

agency acted only as a matching or placement service. While the agency cannot 

guarantee the nanny’s performance, it generally can offer a supply of candidates should 

your nanny not work out and, consequently, a speedy replacement (whether you pay 

another fee may depend on how long the first placement lasted). Further, the agency 

can do several things to reduce the risk of a mismatch: 

@ perform a fairly extensive background check on the applicant, including a 
check of police records and, in Virginia, the Virginia Child Protection Services 
Registry; 

mM certify that the applicant knows CPR or offer training in CPR before 
placement; 

™@ monitor the placement, by calling you weekly to determine your level of 
satisfaction and, separately, call the nanny weekly to determine hers; 

M@ organize activities for nannies they have placed, so that the nannies develop 
a peer group and are less likely to become homesick and disgruntled. 

All of these activities are designed to promote good placements from the outset and 

to ensure that the employment relationship is successful. Agencies further share risk 

with the family by charging a fee for services. Part of the fee paid by the family 

relates to the reduction of the family’s uncertainty and risk and part also covers the 

family’s avoided costs. 

The second vehicle to reduce risk and uncertainty is the contractual employment 

agreement. Very few parents actually execute such a contract with their nannies. 

Their reasons include: 

M@ "Contracts are complicated and my nanny wouldn’t understand it, so why do 
it?"
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M@ "My nanny doesn’t understand much English, so she wouldn’t understand this 
contract." 

™@ "These contracts are not enforceable, so why take the time to hammer one 
out." 

m@ "I don’t want the care of my child to be reduced to a business -- a written 
contract." 

@ "Contracts can work against you -- if I forget to put a particular task in the 
contract, I can’t insist it be done.” 

@ "If the responsibilities of her job change or evolve, I’d have to keep rewriting 
a contract." 

Indeed, hiring a nanny seems to be a market transaction where the process of 

contracting is carefully considered and undertaken, but the end-result of that process 

is a fairly informal employment agreement.* 

The parents rely on the nanny’s reputation and their evaluation of and instincts 

about her abilities to provide quality care. To encourage good performance, the 

employment agreement must include incentives (scheduled performance reviews and 

associated wage increases; provision of additional benefits, such as two weeks paid 

vacation after one year of employment; additional privileges); further, the family must 

monitor the nanny’s performance and must invest in some measures to prevent 

problems (e.g., encourage socialization to prevent boredom; encourage training as 

necessary). This type of incentive contract arrangement requires a_ significant 

investment of the parents’ resources with virtually no assurances of success. 

When employing a nanny, the family must cope with and resolve problems created 

by nonperformance. For example, what happens when the required reliable care is not 

  

* Certain government-sponsored programs, such as the Au Pair program, and child care centers 
require contracts.
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provided because the nanny is ill? Is she to provide a substitute (i-e., bear that risk)? 

Generally no, because she has no labor pool from which to draw a substitute. Instead, 

the parent substitutes and misses work, or relies on emergency child care options the 

parent (not the nanny) has developed -- eg, a relative, an employer-provided 

emergency day care center. Nannies may be paying the family a fee to bear this risk 

by working for a relatively low wage. 

Further, to obtain adequate child care and subsequently to keep the nanny, buyers 

often bid away many of the performance issues -- from the outset nanny candidates 

may be offered paid sick leave, medical insurance, paid vacations, payments for 

overtime, a bonus for unusual commitment, etc. Offering these benefits plus payment 

of premium wages insures the parent against experiencing recurring search costs and 

transactions costs.



R IV: EFFORTS TO ACHIEVE MORE EFFICIENT L N 

As with other markets, institutions have evolved and continue to evolve in 

attempts to improve the flow of information, reduce search costs, transactions costs, 

uncertainty and risk in the nanny market. 

mic and/or Training Certification Programs 

Academic programs, generally leading to a certificate in child care, have been 

developed at various colleges. These programs seek to provide training and an easily 

identifiable credential (the certificate) to nanny candidates. The California Nanny 

College, in Sacramento, is a private, nationally accredited nanny school offering a 15- 

week training program.’ Northern Virginia Community College offers a 50-hour 

program which leads to a certificate or can be applied toward a degree program in 

early childhood education; the program is certified by the American Council of Nanny 

Schools. Interest in such training exists at other colleges and community 

colleges -- over 30 have asked NOVA for its curriculum.” Other nanny training 

programs include those offered at the Eastern Iowa School for Nannies in Le Claire, 

Iowa, The National Academy of Nannies in Denver, Colorado, the Midwest Nanny 

Academy, the New England School for Nannies, the one-year child development 

program at the Des Moines Area Community College and a six-month Professional 

Nanny Training Program in Louisville, Kentucky. These programs include courses in 

  

» *The New Breed of Nanny: Have Diploma, Will Travel," Los Angeles Times, May 29, 1988, 
p.3. 

© "NOVA’s Nanny Program Produces Ist Graduates," The Washington Post, October 5, 1987, p. 
D3. 

-4]-
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child development, CPR, childhood diseases and, interestingly, contract negotiations and 

assertiveness training.” 

There is some controversy concerning the necessity for this type of training. 

Critics of these programs argue that prospective nannies should not have to pay $2,500 

or more® for training because the care-provider field offers low pay, no status and 

no advancement.“ Proponents suggest that this level of investment in training is 

minimal and it suggests that the candidate is serious about the employment endeavor. 

From the parent’s perspective, it is a way to easily differentiate candidates, thereby 

reducing the uncertainty and risk concerning the nanny’s commitment and the quality 

of care. From the nannies’ perspective, this investment shifts some additional portion 

of risk to the nanny, who must compete for the higher paying nanny positions in order 

to recoup the investment (i.e., with a differentiated or premium product -- a qualified, 

certified nannies -- she may command a premium wage).” 

  

61 "Nanny School Comes to Central Iowa," Business Record, March 16, 1987, Vol. 83, No. 11, 
p. 2; "Need for Nannies Increases, but They Don’t Do Windows,” op, cit.; "Man Finishing 
Training at a School for Nannies," The New York Times, November 30, 1989, p. 9; "Working 
Mothers Put Nannies in Great Demand,” Los Angeles Times, December 17, 1989, p. 23. 

"New Breed of Nanny: Have Diploma, Will Travel," op. cit; "Men Finishing Training at a 
School for Nannies,” op. cit, 

In Spence’s signalling context, the nannies would be overinvesting in education in order to 
offer the correct signal. 

This situation is somewhat parallel to the paralegal market. Years ago, when attorneys 
realized profit could be made by having lower paid paralegals perform routine work then 
being done by attorneys, the demand for paralegals increased dramatically. Initially there 
were few training programs. To respond to the demand and to differentiate paralegal 
candidates, training programs were developed (for example, the program offered by The 
Paralegal Institute). Paralegal candidates paid for this training and, upon completion of the 
program, were certified. Many law firms require that their paralegals have this training. The 
certification, at the candidates’s expense, is the credential that differentiates that applicant 
from others.
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Initially, NOVA found it difficult to attract students for its nanny training program 

because of the tuition payment. NOVA recruited students from low-income mothers 

of children in the Head Start program and teen-aged mothers. Tuition costs were 

covered by government programs; the goal was to train these mothers as child care 

providers, to earn enough to be self-sufficient.” 

Prospective certification program students now attract both men and women. Mr. 

Aaron Stack was the New England School for Nannies’ first male graduate, completing 

the 3.5 month program in December 1989. In part, this reflects the characteristics 

of the market -- a high school graduate was attracted to nanny positions by the 

relative high salary and benefits offered to someone with no extensive training.~ 

n-The- Educational ortunities 

Another type of educational program has been proposed in a seminar format to 

encourage working nannies to improve their English language skills. This is particularly 

beneficial for Au Pairs and other foreigners for whom English is a second language. 

The emphasis on language reflects its critical role in ensuring the proper development 

of children: 

Language development begins from the moment of birth. The critical time 
is from then until about the age of five. That’s when the child is soaking 
up single words, constructions, syntax and the rhythm of the language. One 
very, very important level of language acquisition has to do with when the 
child is ready to absorb tenses, pronouns, plural endings, -er’s. It’s the 
acquisition of those tiny little endings to words that opens the door to 

  

* "NOVA’s Nanny Program Produces Ist Graduates," op. cit. This, clearly, is a government 
response with mixed goals. Since the child care profession is not a highly paid profession 
(some, but not all, nannies can command premium wages), it is unlikely that these single 
mothers will earn enough to be self sufficient. If this is the case, the government takes on 
yet a different child care burden -- providing child care for these mothers’ children while 
they are taking care of other people’s children. 

* *Man Finishing Training at a School for Nannies,” op. cit.
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categorizing - the difference between one and many, between the present and 
the past. They are the building blocks for being able later to think in an 
analogy. 

Where do most people practicing a foreign language make most of their 
mistakes? Figures of speech, irregular endings, plurals, verbs, pronouns, 
subject-verb agreement and endings of degree. What we see over and over 
again are apple-checked children some of them with trust funds, whose 
language has been nourished by somebody who speaks English poorly, with 
limited vocabulary and with inaccurate endings. The child, of course, soaks 

up some correct constructions from the parents and other kids, but the 
English is weak of the child who has been raised by someone whose English 
is poor.” 

Increasingly school systems recognize the prevalence of nannies and the important 

role nanny plays in the child’s development. Many schools are inviting nannies to 

participate in certain school activities.“ The ultimate goal is to better educate the 

child: if the nanny primarily cares for the child, she must know what day is slated 

for "show and tell" so that her charge is prepared, what vocabulary the child should 

develop, and what self-reliance skills should be taught.” 

The success of this type of program is unclear. Parents seem to resent including 

nannies for several reasons, including (1) resistance to sharing this responsibility with 

a helper, (2) trepidation about what the nanny might say in public about the household 

and (3) parental guilt about being a working parent and having a nanny. Nannies 

seem to be reluctant to participate for many reasons as well, including (1) they may 

be embarrassed if they do not speak English well and (2) they may not perform well 

  

"Making Nanny a Partner in Schooling," The New York Times, November 19, 1989, Section 
12WC, p. 3. 

"Schools Involve Nanny in Child’s Education," Los Angeles Times, May 24, 1989, Metro 
Section, p. 1. 

"Nanny-Teacher Days are Important, Too," The New York Times, September 3, 1989, Section 
12CN, p. 28.
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and hence may be thought unfit to be nannies.” In either case, the focus is on 

individual exposure and not on the possible benefit of such a program to the child. 

. . . "[S]chools and parents could do a better job for the kids they all care 
about if nannies, au pairs - whatever we want to call them - were included 
in some of the professional discussions and were fuller partners in the 
interface between school and home .... [T]hey are not; therefore the 
child frequently has one code of behavior, rules and expectations at school, 
one when the parents are home and a third act when the nannies are in 
charge."”! 

C. Trade Association 

Nannies have a trade association -- The International Nannies Association, which 

provides information about being a nanny, a directory of the member agencies and 

public relations-type information for the profession. Approximately 600 nannies, 270 

agencies and recruiters and 40 educators are members.” Nannies pay $65 per year 

and others pay $95 per year as membership dues.” Much of the recent growth in 

association membership is due to a group health insurance offering to the INA’s 

members.” 

D. Industry Newsletter 

In April 1989, Jack & Jill Enterprises, a private company, began publishing "Nanny 

Times,” a biweekly newsletter to provide information to the professional nannies and 

families searching for them.” Initial controlled circulation was 20,000. The market 

  

” Ibid. 

” *Making Nanny a Partner in Schooling," op. cit. 

7” "N.Y. Nannies Wield Powers Mary Poppins Would Envy," op, cit. 

%3 *A Tribute by Nannies To One of Their Own," The New York Times, July 5, 1990, p. 1. 

* ©The Newfangled Nannies,” op, cit, 

™% “Nanny Times," Advertising Age, March 20, 1989, p. 58.
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acceptance of the publication was so strong that it went national with the third issue” 

By October 1989, the newsletter had become a monthly magazine published nationally 

with 85,000 circulation (although most readers are on the East Coast). It has become 

a "guide to finding, employing and training nannies.” The content of the newsletter 

covers child psychology, first and, nutrition, safety as well as articles about interviewing, 

help wanted ads, and position wanted ads. 

This newsletter-turned-magazine clearly is an effort to improve information flows 

between nannies and parents via the print media. 

E. Support Groups 

Motivated organizers are forming support groups, to provide a forum for nannies 

to meet other nannies, socialize and interact with others with similar interests and 

problems. Groups such as the New Jersey Nanny Society, formed in 1988, are 

responding to the common complaint of isolation, boredom and poor self image.” 

Again, the formation of these groups allows information and experiences to be 

shared. By discussing and comparing situations, a nanny will learn whether her 

working conditions or wages are atypical or her family’s expectations are unreasonable. 

Similarly, training-type information easily can be communicated to the group. 

  

"Working Mother Scores Hit With Nanny Magazine,” Los Angeles Times, December 26, 1989, 
p. 7. 

"Nanny Times Hits Home," UPI, October 9, 1989. 

"Jersey Nannies Organize for Status and Friendship,” The New_York Times, October 30, 1988, 
p. 56.
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her Developments: 

A. Business Participation 

Businesses are taking a key role in shaping a solution to the child care problem. 

The underlying rationale is that businesses should devote resources to solve this 

problem because businesses benefit from the solution: women remain in the workforce, 

worker productivity increases, absenteeism decreases” and, in some _ instances, 

promotion or transfer turn-downs and termination decisions related to child care 

problems are avoided. Increasingly these problems are experienced by fathers, as well 

as mothers.” By becoming involved, businesses take on some of the risks and 

liabilities previously shared only by the parties to the transaction. 

Businesses have become involved in child care in several ways -- some very 

conservative, some more aggressive. Companies can offer an employee a benefit 

related to child care, such as flex time options, access to an information referral 

service and/or a _ child care voucher. For example, two office furniture 

manufacturers -- Haworth, Inc., in Holland, Michigan, and Steelcase, Inc., in Grand 

Rapids, Michigan -- offer child care referral and information programs to their 

employees. Under these programs, their employees contact a child care office to 

obtain information, lists of names and referral to pre-screened care providers.®! 

Marsh & McLennan (a large international insurance broking firm with various 

  

» In 1988, child care related absences cost businesses an estimated $3 billion. ("Hassled by the 
Stay-At-Homes," Management Review, American Management Associations, February 1990, 
p. 5.) 

© WNVC Television, “Children: Everybody’s Business," Channel 56, August 9, 1989. 

| "Kidding aside: parent assistance is better business; Company sponsored childcare programs’ 
benefit,” Modern Office Technology, Vol. 33, No. 4, April 1988, p. 66.
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subsidiary interests) offers a similar referral program;” it also offers some limited 

financial assistance through another benefit called a Flexible Spending Account, where 

employee pre-tax contributions can be used for out-of-pocket expenses incurred for 

child care, elder care, and/or medical expenses not covered by the medical plan -- the 

tax advantages of the reduction of your taxable income by the amount of your child 

care expenses helps reduce the burden of your overall child care costs. 

Another type of response is business sponsoring an emergency child care center 

on the job site, generally funded entirely by the employer. Several law firms in 

Washington, D.C. (for example, Williams & Connolly) have such centers. They are 

designed to care for children when the regular care provider cannot. Parents respect 

the emergency-nature of the center. The goal clearly is to reduce absenteeism by 

providing a fall-back option to employees. 

A variation on this theme is law firms that provide Saturday morning care for 

employees who have routine child care Monday through Friday, but not on Saturday 

morning. 

Some businesses provide on-site child care centers to their employees as part of 

the company’s benefits package. 

m SAS Institute, in Carey, North Carolina, operates a child care facility 

(including infant care) for its employees’ children because, according to its 

president, David Russo, the company believes that its workers are more 

productive, content and stay on the job longer (reducing turnover and training 

  

®& Marsh & McLennan Companies, Inc.’s Child Care Resource and Referral Program.
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costs to the company) when they are content with their child care 

arrangement. 

M Neuville Industries, a hosiery manufacturer in Hildebran, North Carolina, 

recognized that its work force was predominately women aged 18 through 

35 -- women with children or likely to have children. To differentiate 

Neuville from other mills and to give it an edge in hiring, the company 

established a day care facility (including infant care). This is seen by Neuville 

employees as a very attractive benefit and by the company as its competitive 

edge.® 

M Stride-Rite operates an intergenerational center at its headquarters in 

Cambridge, MA. The center has capacity for 55 children (15 months to 6 

years old) and 24 elders (age 60 and over).¥ 

™ Recently, IBM has announced plans to build on-site child care centers. It will 

spend about $400,000 to build and operate centers in the Washington area; 

28 of the 58 spaces are guaranteed to IBM employees. In 1991, IBM plans 

to build similar centers near its facilities throughout the country, at an 

estimated cost of $3 million.® 

M Last Fall, Marriott Corporation opened a center to provide care for infants 

and toddlers. The 63 places are guaranteed to Marriott employees, and 

  

WNVC Television, "Children: Everybody’s Business," Channel 56, August 9, 1989. 

"Keeping Kids at Work,” op, cit. 

"IBM to Build Day Care Center," Washington Business Journal, December 17, 1990, p. 15. 

"Hotelier Opens Care Center for Employees Children,” Washington Business Journal, November 
5, 1990, p. 15.
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Marriott co-pays the expense: $160 per week for infants, $110 per week for 

toddlers. 

M@ In May 1990, Johnson & Johnson opened a 26,000 square foot child care 

facility at its Brunswick, N.J. headquarters. The 200 places are guaranteed 

to its employees. Johnson & Johnson co-pays the expense; employees must 

pay $110 to $130 per week.” 

The consortium approach also is available for businesses who wish to share the 

liability associated with establishing a corporate-sponsored program as well as the 

search costs and transactions costs of finding, hiring and employing nannies. By jointly 

sponsoring day care, businesses pool their risk and the financial burden. In Atlanta, 

five companies -- First Atlanta Bank, The Atlanta Journal and Constitution, The 

Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, George-Pacific and Rich’s Department Stores -- have 

jointly sponsored a downtown child care center for their employees.* In Tysons 

Corner, VA, a consortium of smaller businesses jointly sponsor the Tysons Corner Play 

and Learn facility.’ Westfield’s Play and Learn Children’s Center, located in the 

Westfields Office Park (Chantilly, VA), is sponsored by the property developer and a 

group of 10 companies for their employees.” 

Another "business response" is of the entrepreneurial variety: individuals who 

recognize an unmet demand decide to set up a child care center. The Small Business 

  

"Oh Baby, On-Site Childcare Coming Out of the Dark Ages,” Advertising Age, February 25, 
1991, p. 24. 

Ibid. 

WNVC Television, "The Child Care Crisis,” op. cit. 

"Near-Work Care: Welcome Site for Parents," The Fairfax Journal, February 27, 1990, p. B-1 
and B-3.
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Administration offers a manual to guide these entrepreneurs through the start up. The 

difficulty lies in achieving success: the center must simultaneously meet "the financial 

risks, the psychological juggling act required to coordinate the interests of parents, staff 

and children, and the need for educated personnel.”! Further, building centers to 

code is very expensive because there are strict zoning, fire, health and safety and 

licensing codes; a 5,000 square foot center which would accommodate 110 children 

recently cost more than $300,000 to build.” 

B. Landlord Participation 

Business representatives I have spoken with about child care suggest that child 

care centers should be sponsored by office building owners and landlords rather than 

by a company. The rationale is that child care is a service many tenants could benefit 

from and the risks would be pooled across a multi-tenant population. The landlord 

would operate the center, just as it operates the building, and prorate the expense to 

the tenants and other users. The National Association of Office and Industrial Parks 

(NAOJP) -- a group representing commercial builders -- has a clear directive to include 

child care centers in new construction/office parks as they are planned.” And, local 

governments are encouraging developers to include child care centers in commercial 

and office space; for example, developers in the District of Columbia can qualify for 

bonus density if their project includes a child care center.™ 

  

“Entrepreneurs Find Day Care Isn’t Child’s Play,” Washington Business, June 11, 1990, p. 6. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

"Diapers, Pin Stripes Mix as Day Care Moves Downtown," The Washington Post, July 1, 1990, 
p. D4.
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Landlord participation is not a new idea. A Child’s Play center operator looked 

for downtown space in 1982 and developers and landlords were not interested. Child’s 

Play finally opened in 1984 in the basement of the Solar Building (1000 16th Street, 

N.W., Washington). It closed in 1988 unable to handle downtown rent of $14,000 per 

month and high operating costs.” 

Increased interest in child care convenient to downtown offices and the recent 

softening of the commercial real estate market have combined to produce opportunities 

for child care centers, landlords and developers to jointly establish downtown centers. 

Recent examples in the Washington area include: 

mM Child’s Play: (1) a 12,358 square foot facility at the Herald Square Building 

(New York/13th/H Streets, N.W. Washington)”; and (2) a center in Rosslyn, 

VA licensed for 140 children; the developer of the building contributed $1 

million to build the center. 

mM Kid’s First: opened in January 1990 at 1015 K Street, N.W.; the developer 

of the building offered an "incredible amount of financing.” 

m@ A center will open at Oliver Carr’s Metropolitan Square Complex (15th and 

G Streets, N.W.) 

m™ The Kaempfer Co. has leased space to The Learning Centers in its buildings 

at (1) 1250 24th Street, N.W. and (2) 1201 New York Avenue. 

  

* bid. 

* Ibid. 

7 Washington Business Journal, November 19, 1990, p. 2.
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™ Blue Cross and Blue Shield has requested a child care center in the Rouse 

Co. office complex it will move about 3,500 employees to eventually. 

™@ The London Leeds Development Co. built a 10,000 square foot child care 

center in its Ballston Station (Arlington) complex to attract tenants.™ 

Typically, these developers lease space to center operators at below market rates. 

In some instances there are significant financial concessions: one developer spent 

$600,000 converting basement space into colorful playrooms for a center; periods of 

free rent may be offered. The cost of starting a child care center in downtown 

Washington is estimated to be $500,000.” If the center leases retail space, the retail 

lease generally requires start-up costs to be paid back to the developer or landlord 

over 10 years plus a percentage of the profits. 

The cost of care at a center is less than the cost of a nanny (generally, so also 

is the center’s flexibility). Huckleberry Cheesecake (Washington, D.C.) charges $795 

per month for infants; The Learning Center (also in Washington) appears to charge 

$575 (a variety of schedules are available with different costs; certain employers co-pay 

the expense).’" For 11 months of care for 1 infant, the cost would be $8,745 and 

$6,325, respectively. By comparison, a nanny at $5 per hour, 50 hours per week for 

48 weeks would cost $12,000. The comparison changes when more than 1 child is 

cared for -- the center charges will increase much more than the nanny’s wage will. 

  

% "Ballston Station Caters to Children of Working Parents," Washington Business Journal, 
November 12, 1990, Supplement, p. 2. 

® "Diapers, Pin Stripes Mix as Day Care Moves Downtown," op, cit. 

® Huckleberry Cheesecake brochure and rate card, Spring 1991. 

1°! The Learning Center packet of materials, Spring 1991.
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C. Community Participation 

Business leaders also can join with civic groups to tackle child care problems on 

the community level. In Charlotte, North Carolina, Duke Power Company was part 

of a group of major employers in the community called Corporate Champions. Their 

mandate was to identify needs, target projects and act as a catalyst to achieve results. 

After one year of effort, Charlotte had 2 additional child care centers and an 

anonymous gift of $1 million for use on a third center."* In Fairfax County, VA, 

the Child Care Council was formed at the request of the County Board of Supervisors. 

The Council members are chosen from local businesses and the community; their goals 

include encouraging employer awareness of child care issues and employer participation 

in available programs, and assisting those parties interested in establishing child care 

centers in Fairfax County in working through the extensive government 

requirements.’ 

D. Government Participation: 

Government at all levels is aware of the child care problems working parents face. 

At the federal level, the Act for Better Child Care Services, nicknamed the ABC bill, 

is currently pending before the Congress. It is controversial.“ The debate seems 

to focus on the role of the federal government: 

"The federal government must resist the temptation to be all things to all 
people, and politicians must resist the temptation to buy votes with another 
expensive program that it cannot afford. Across the country, the market is 

  

12 WNVC Television, "Children: Everybody’s Business,” op. cit. 

13 WNVC Television, "The Child Care Crisis," op. cit. 

14 "Taking Care of Baby; In Search of Affordable Child Care," The Gazette, July 27, 1989, p. 
15.
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beginning to respond to day-care needs with informal neighborhood 
arrangements, volunteer programs and company-provided child care programs. 

Some would debate whether the federal government, with its building 
deficit, should consider taking any new responsibility for our nation’s child 
care needs. (Rep. Shaw: R.-Fla.)® 

The Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1990, signed November 5, 1990, included 

authorization of a Child Care and Development Block Grant to the states of $750 

million in FY 1991, $825 million FY 1992, $925 million in each FY 1993 through 1995. 

Various government agencies (federal, state and local) also act as role models by 

providing child care centers for their staffs’ use (e.g. The Department of Labor, the 

Fairfax County government). 

State and local agencies provide referral information and for group providers and 

centers. They fulfill the licensing and monitoring function for group providers and day 

care centers. 

The federal government has offered some tax relief on child care expenses to ease 

the financial burden. There are two alternative options: (1) a tax credit (of 30 

percent of child care expenses up to $2,400 for one child, $4,800 for two) or (2) 

through your employer, a dependent care account such as the Flexible Spending 

Account mentioned above (parents may contribute up to $5,000 of salary per year to 

this account; child care expenses are drawn from the account during the year, the 

money is treated as pre-tax dollars). Tax savings, of course, depend on your earnings 

and your tax bracket, whether you file taxes as a single parent or married, and Social 

Security taxes.’ 

  

15 "Should feds help with Child Care? No: our children will eventually pay the tab," The 
Fairfax Journal, June 14, 1990, p. 2. 

106 “Easing the Child-Care Burden,” The Washington Post, October 28, 1990, p. H-11.



HAPTER V: CONCLUSION 

Two key characteristics of the nanny market are the search for quality under 

uncertainty and at an affordable price. The structure and behavior of the nanny 

market, then, is best-explained in a search model context. The demand for nannies 

is very strong, but the demand tends to be localized in urban areas like New York 

City, Washington, D.C. and Los Angeles. The supply response is national (drawn by 

the recruiting efforts of placement agencies traveling throughout the United States and 

by the newspaper advertisements placed by individuals and agencies) and international 

(in large part, the illegal market). The product sought is the provision of high-quality 

child care -- a product which is not homogeneous. The search for quality under 

uncertainty!” -- a process through which the parents locate, select and hire their 

choice of nannies and the nannies locate parents and pass the screening process to be 

hired -- drives the behavior of the market. 

When beginning the search for a quality-care nanny, parents generally ask other 

parents, neighbors, colleagues for referrals. The referral or reference reveals the 

candidate’s reputation. From the outset, a filter is placed on the demand side of the 

search -- interest is conditioned on personal knowledge of the candidates or references 

by individuals known to the parent. When personal knowledge is not available, parents 

  

7 As Akerlof suggests, "There are many markets in which buyers use some market statistic to 
judge the quality of prospective purchases. In this case there is incentive for sellers to 
market poor quality merchandise, since the returns for good quality accrue mainly to the 
entire group whose statistic is affected rather than to the individual seller. As a result there 
tends to be a reduction in the average quality of goods ...." (George A. Akerlof, "The 
Market for ‘Lemons’: Quality, Uncertainty and the Market Mechanism," Quarterly Journal of 
Economics, Vol. 84, 1970, reprint, p. 488.) 
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may seek a more thorough reference -- perhaps asking more detailed questions of the 

person providing the reference or, as one parent I interviewed did, insist on 

interviewing the nanny candidate’s mother. Indeed, one service nanny placement 

agencies sell to potential customers is their reference checking capabilities. 

The supply side response in providing this referral/reputation good depends on 

the perceptions of the importance of reputation. Clearly, nannies have every incentive 

to perform well, to establish and invest in their reputations. However, nannies who 

do not perform well may not be penalized for their low productivity, opportunism, or 

shirking behavior. When such a nanny applies for her next position, she may prefer 

to tell a prospective employer only of her positive experiences by listing names of or 

supplying letters from only her good references (parents are suspicious of dated 

references for this reason). If she has no degree of positive reputation, she may 

prefer to say she has no experience. In effect, by minimizing the negative reputation, 

a nanny can start out at zero and mask her prior poor performance. 

When the searching parents realize this prospect, they quickly equate zero 

reputation with possibly negative reputation. They, then, would be reluctant to hire 

a nanny described as having no previous experience -- thus, reinforcing the importance 

of a positive reputation and referral good. For parents, reputation is the first indicator 

of the quality of care a candidate may provide. Positive reputation is the first 

characteristic the applicant must reveal to secure an interview and be considered 

further. 

The second information set consists of the candidate’s achievements or credentials 

which are verifiable -- education level, CPR training, etc. This, too, contributes to the 

parent’s independent evaluation of the candidate’s reputation.
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The third information set bearing on the quality of care is the myriad signals 

transmitted during the screening and interviewing process. It is these signals which 

elicit the instinctive responses from parents regarding the candidate’s basic ability to 

provide loving, quality care for the child. By evaluating the signals, the parents in 

many ways are reverifying the candidate’s reputation. Some parents place greater 

weight on their personal evaluation of the candidate’s signals than on the candidate’s 

reputation, as suggested by the one parent I interviewed who hired a candidate who 

interviewed well but whose references were not very good. 

The fourth element of information is price, which reinforces the other information 

sets (reputation, signals and achievements) but does not independently reveal quality. 

The family ultimately is faced with assimilating all the available information mixed 

with some level of uncertainty and formulating estimates of the probability a candidate 

will succeed in the position given her reputation, signals, achievements and price. The 

individual with the highest conditional probabilities of success will surely be offered the 

position. 

At the same time the parents are working through their search, the nanny is 

undertaking her own search -- evaluating reputation (generally this occurs most among 

celebrity families), signals, verifiable facts (e.g., will I have my own room?) and wages. 

The parents and nannies -- the parties to this employment contract -- must 

participate directly in the transaction. Each transaction is highly individualized, 

incorporating social, psychological and economic considerations. As a result, the market 

is a complex one.
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The innovations and institutions which have evolved in this market have focused 

on improving the search phase, generally by improving the availability of reliable 

information. For example: 

M@ nanny placement agencies: these agencies can educate first-time players 

(parents or nannies) about the search they face and teach players to structure their 

searches; agencies generally employ personnel experienced in obtaining references, which 

reveals reputation; agencies offer a pool of candidates for parents to search through, 

thereby saving the parents the time and expense incurred in initially finding potential 

candidates. 

M™@ state and county child care offices: these organizations provide at no charge 

starting-point information to parents, such as lists of names of possible providers or 

other organizations to contact for referral information; the danger is in parents 

inferring positive reputation by this type of general referral. 

M employer-provided child care referral assistance: this type of employee benefit 

service provides information collected by organizations believed to be capable of 

gathering accurate and comprehensive information; the purpose is to disseminate 

information without endorsing any particular type of care or any individual provider. 

™ employer-sponsored centers/community-sponsored centers: these seem to be 

well-received in the belief that the employer or the community have highly developed 

search skills/techniques and greater resources to apply to the problem of searching out 

quality care providers. 

™ commercial child care centers: which in essence fill the same role an agency 

fills without charging an initial fee (the fee is imbedded in the tuition cost) and 

without requiring the parent to devote time to the nanny search; however, the parent
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still must search through centers in much the same way, since centers have differing 

philosophies of care, different features, etc. 

M@ a trade association: which provides information to nannies, parents and 

agencies -- all possible parties to a transaction; it publicizes the value of the position, 

thereby developing its status and emphasizing the importance of positive reputation. 

lM industry trade press: which further informs and educates readers, improving 

the flow of information throughout the market. 

These innovations may lower families’ search costs and transactions costs either 

by increasing information flows and thereby reducing uncertainty and/or transforming 

uncertainty to a risk, which can be addressed in a contracting agreement. 

The successful nanny-family employment relationship ultimately depends on the 

contract achieved and shaped by conflicting forces: 

™@ Much time is required to search out the candidate of choice and finalize the 

employment agreement; search costs are significant measured in hours of time and 

value of time. Ironically, parents have little time available to search and transact 

because they are working. 

mM Strong demand elicits a strong supply response, but from both the legal and 

illegal markets. These individuals have varied qualifications and wage requirements. 

Quality is not necessarily positively related to wage requirements. 

™@ This puts pressure on wages generally to remain at levels which will result in 

total child care expenditures more acceptable to the family budget. Given the number 

of hours involved, wages per hour remain low. 

Mm Low wage levels do not encourage nannies to invest in training or 

certification, even at modest cost.
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M Once hired, the nanny faces incentives to perform well in order to build 

reputation as well as opportunities to shirk their job responsibilities. 

™ Determining whether the nanny behaved opportunistically is important. If the 

nanny’s performance were directly observable, the family could design an incentive 

contract to promote and reward good performance. However, the nanny’s performance 

is only partially observable. The challenge becomes how to design a contract which 

establishes and encourages an agent-principal relationship between the nanny and 

family. Generally, in anticipation of opportunistic behavior, a contract would be 

designed to include compensation incentives, remedies and sanctions. 

M@ Because these young children cannot report on their care, parents develop 

both formal and informal ways to try to monitor performances (e.g., measuring supplies 

used, coming home unexpectedly), thereby incurring transactions costs. 

@ Parents face high transactions costs if they incorporate bonding incentives into 

the contract (by paying premium wages to insure against having the nanny leave and 

beginning the search and transaction again) or if they rely entirely on their only 

feasible remedy or sanction of firing at will. 

™@ High transactions costs result from anticipating, designing and enforcing a 

motivating contract which generally remains an informal agreement. The nanny 

employment contracts often are incomplete -- a condition Klein suggests will offer 

  

1 A variety of incentive compensation contracts can be designed, including payment by output, 
piece rates, payment by input, payment by effort and worker sorting, payment by relative 
output. (Edward P. Lazear, "Incentive Contracts," Essay for the New Palgrave, March 1986.) 

1° Williamson, Wachter and Harris, op. cit., p. 144.
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individuals the incentive to renege on the unspecified or unenforceable portion of the 

contract (the “holdup problem")."” 

™@ If the contract fails, the parents begin the search and the contracting process 

again. To avoid even higher transaction costs, parents may be willing to devote more 

time to the search (ie., by finding the absolutely best candidate, certain follow-on 

problems are likely to be avoided). 

While repeat players in the market may reduce their search costs because they are 

more knowledgeable and experienced, they still must search and contract, and incur the 

associated costs. They must pursue and evaluate each information set and determine 

new conditional probabilities. These searches are not independent of previous 

searches -- that is, most searches and contracts are shaped by the deficiencies 

recognized in prior searches and contracts. Learning does affect the process and the 

outcome. 

Perhaps the next major change to the market will be if and when the demand 

for nannies decreases -- when the birth rate among “baby boomers” falls. Given the 

supply response to the present strong demand, there then would be an oversupply of 

nannies chasing fewer positions. One response might be further product 

differentiation -- that is, to differentiate themselves and secure one of the few available 

positions, future nanny candidates may enhance their credentials by obtaining more 

training or some type of certificate. Another response might be survival of the higher 

skilled -- that is, the top-quality providers would be selected out in the search process 

  

10 Benjamin Klein, "Transaction Cost Determinants of ‘Unfair’ Contractual Arrangements, 
American Economic Review, Papers and Proceedings, Vol. 70, 1980, reprint, pp. 139-140.
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and the lower quality providers would be encouraged to move out of the market to 

other types of jobs. This "“shake-out" may produce standards as a by-product. It 

certainly would reduce the pool of candidates to search through; with an easier search, 

parents may become more sensitive to price -- restoring price as a signal of quality. 

Price also is of interest from a public policy perspective. Parents have been very 

vocal about the financial burden of child care costs. Several empirical studies recently 

have been undertaken to examine the effect of child care costs (not limited only to 

nannies) on the timing of mothers returning to work after the birth of their first 

child! and to examine patterns of child care demands as women age.’ These 

studies consider the effects that child care subsidies may have on parents’ (particularly 

working mothers) decisions to work -- an issue which is pertinent because of the 

legislation pending in Congress which would increase child care subsidies to working 

mothers. Earlier studies suggest that higher child care costs result in lower demand 

for child care and fewer working mothers in the workforce; subsidies, then, would lower 

families’ child care costs, increase the demand for child care and result in an increased 

supply of working mothers in the labor force. 

The Klerman and Liebowitz study concludes that women return to work soon after 

the birth of their first child because (1) tax treatments reduce the burden of child care 

expenses and (2) women face increased job opportunities (and husbands generally face 

less attractive job opportunities). The Blau and Robins study concludes the demand 

  

1 Klerman and Leibowitz, op. cit, 

12 David M. Blau and Philip K. Robins, “Child Care Demands and Labor Supply of Young 
Mothers Over Time,” March 1990, prepared for presentation at the annual meeting of the 
Popular Association of America, Toronto, May 1990.
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for child care increases and the supply of labor of working mothers increases as 

women age due to (1) child care costs, (2) mothers’ wage rates and (3) "unobserved 

factors, iLe., a pure time trend." 

The effect of subsidies on demand for child care seems undisputed. But these 

studies also suggest that other factors in the labor market -- particularly job 

opportunities for both men and women in the workforce as well as wage rates -- affect 

the demand for child care. As a result, the literature reflects an ongoing interest in 

studying these issues and the relationship of labor supply and child care demand. 

From a public policy perspective, the tax treatment type of subsidy seems to provide 

the necessary financial relief to parents without distorting the market’s behavior. 

  

113 Ibid.
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CHILD CARE SURVEY February 4, 1991 

Current 
; Type of Child 

Number of Children Ages —__Care___ 

How did you locate your current arrangement? - 

Through a friend/relative 
“L take cul d ren 

40 a frends home cho 

—— Newspaper hag clulden oF Similac 

___ County/city referral agency oh Lt also hace Ho 

___ Other Ad (specify) oldest cluld in nu sere) 

School for a act @ 

___ Other (specify) the days DZ uok. The 

Child re nw +o he provide. 

home dads [werk ginc€ 
Tuck Gavi-tee My 

chiidwn Nard. bo.2 us th howe 
: : . { : 

As you consider alternative arrangements, how important to you are: Dir avs. 
l=very important 2=somewhat important 3=not very important 4=considered irrelevant 

to my decision 

z Comments 

convenience 

quality of care 

‘Z. cost 

[reliability 

44 nationality of provider 

“{ whether provider was illegal alien 

Do you expect to change providers in the next: 
  

Why 
3 months? Not applicable. 1 considered quality 

6 months? — of Care Qnd Ho hy kel shoaed me 

1 year? i j 
— | derm jelakenshio defen 

md oa Siulebver of cums 
(review one +O rule net dase 
iM {TAnc!e, ; 

Considt Ka Qnume WHO Was likely TO 

“out” Soc ang mason in the neae fufure . did 
ct wand me ed have to adjust fe Scene nee i/
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-2- 

Having been through at least one search for a child care provider, what would you do 
differently next time? 

NA, 

If you used an agency: what was the range of the fee? What services were provided? What 
guarantees were given? 

Nea. 

If you found your own provider, about how much time do you believe you’ve spent in the 
search? 
2- 3 Locks - oS My Groidoe 1s Q Fiend and fou mor Viz: ghboo 

utio ertindes Conve 

Do you have a written contract with your provider? Why? 

“1 Hunk ifs in bath Dov Hes intevest bh Kae @s 
26. 

C. vavialales as pessiblo < “pas eed ; an ad vance. T+ iS 

also Voces on te child +o Hoot Mom oY Dad 

—tekes CQne of him Usken ha i) on ete Or utc 

Wie ic hum , meg GIR SFE
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-3- 

Do you believe your employer should become a party to your child care solution by: 

providing information about sources of providers 

providing a facility 

WA by subsidizing your child care expenses somehow 
your ideas as to “how’: 

by providing emergency care only (perhaps a center or an on-staff provider who 
rotates among employees’ homes) 

What is your ideal of the “perfect child care arrangement?" . 

Charade nig tus OF a pee tect child Caed Gv ye megane 4 

— long-term | fablishes a real relahensh 
- am - alread has oF [mmed rechel es . ¢ 

ohne ch C has err chutd's0 infevests ot Iea-T, So tus 16 
Ww aw ; \ 
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— Cenmrenieat locahen held as lax rales, thoueh 

tt cent So ted w C. Ps 
7 ote, childven pr 2ONy “ k id Aorn tt 

wed to many Children to Gre wend tee CAA ! Ke “sy 

cou CAcient b ienhen. 

ents: 

My chee tun +0 Dannres Qh Paes, Oy Other Gi reccnggrnt als 

Une Ha ae vscn Concs in to Gece home 15) He 
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f 
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hg Ireguentyy oF Turncve and nye liq ude Jt Sach, 

G M, preg ments , Lotulle diy os AQrntn op raconts Mer, foe Mew 

Lewnenanct ae he vent thei, high tumour, VaR is 

naval cry he child , sts must continua Ie read xu st to 

Cowon pow. Iran, such eo high “La ges also seems 

40 ha NC Covrelatcn on thes rate. a) turng ve¢- Too MC re Me so | 
oe seem to equate. qual ike Care Urtth Heese kinds of Arrange weds 
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CHILD CARE SURVEY February 4, 1991 

. Current 
Type of Child 

Number of Children Ages To wed, 

ot Y pony JO vrov tke "CS on S 

How did you locate your current arrangement? pe F sess 2. 

\Z_ Through a friend/relative og om Cn Rowe, , 
f a 

—— Newspaper fr. Vr page 7 “ on | 

County/city referral agency Si Lie Gas". 

___ Other Ad (specify) 

___ Other (specify) 

As you consider alternative arrangements, how important to you are: 
l=very important 2=somewhat important 3=not very important 4=considered irrelevant 

to my decision 

Comments 
L convenience 

_\_ quality of care 

TL cost 

| reliability 

3 nationality of provider 

_|_ whether provider was illegal alien 

Do you expect to change providers in the next: 
Why_ 

3 months? — 
— 

6 months? SY, LrJant som aril Le we cep ™ Of 

pl Sf A velop: retort fore “I te. Vo Ke — 

“Th. “4 tI vow o: w a ee 

(Puorty 5! wm tos (BEL, 2% * lauder lied Se bet 2 eS 
1 year?
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~2- 

Having been through at least one search for a child care provider, what would you do 
differently next time? 

If you used an agency: what was the range of the fee? What services were provided? What 
guarantees were given? 

If you found your own provider, about how much time do you believe you've spent in the 
search? ; 

i ~~ fon ‘ f m . / a , . f 

[er CUS L ~/ ~ es * err pp he A OD 

ZS; > -— J. , : “y /, - . “ { oy tae! 

(ONG! Ca) pry A Bele BO oS ,. 8 
/ 

Do you have a written contract vue your provider? ay 

. 
pt Pe te a 

J Lf ~, ot fe. CL ts . KPA 1 oO Cla, 

ye ¢ e AA, Leo. — J 3 

‘ av 
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ye ~; wm 4 / _/, 4 f. “ 
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Second? ch tO - Gerre wrtrhke O bu frwud 
C.D Gir | yt ie ae OY en SRIL« A emai fe Coorel. 
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_ nnsonen WOE 

— 

Do you believe your employer should/become a | a wary to your child car care solution by: 

-3- 

\ / providing information about sources of providers 

__/ providing a facility 

\Z_ by subsidizing your child care expenses somehow 
your ideas as to “how”: 

providing emergency care only (perhaps a center or an on-staff provider who 
rotates among employees’ homes) 

What is your ideal of the "perfect child care arrangement?* 
f 

. . 

“ r, co) _ 2 ALL on a Ncrbhe - bfooless” 

as OLN i act Af DOLE Tp bm BE, Oe 

e tf" — 
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CHILD CARE SURVEY February 4, 1991 

Current 
Type of Child 

Number of Children Ages ——“Gare___ 
3 + 342 Heme DAY Cave 

How did you locate your current arrangement? 

_S Through a friend/relative 
____ Newspaper 

____ County/city referral agency 

___ Other Ad (specify) 

___ Other (specify) 

As you consider alternative arrangements, how important to you are: 
1=very important 2=somewhat important 3=not very important 4=considered irrelevant 

to my decision 

Comments 
| convenience 

quality of care 

2 cost 

} reliability 

2 nationality of provider + 
j ° 

+ : . : ; Do Cpa MAb AA bar aed 4 orn Hh 
7 __ whether provider was illegal alien —> Iho 4 t ig wr. fate rr qin tape pee &, 

) 

  

Taye BS Cas ily, 

Do you expect to change providers in the next: No 
Why_ 

3 months? 

6 months? 

1 year?



Having been through at least one search for a child care provider, what would you do 
differently next time? _ ‘ 

LA oes K poke we lang. CFT CN Certy,. 

arens (ne. Costs Nr Cspecred ese a: reages + mY) 
Yee mye up yemnt My susan Needs 

If you used an agency: what was the range of the fee? What services were provided? What 
guarantees were given? 

If you found your own provider, about how much time do you believe you've spent in the 
search? 

Days)” MN® ee [- 2 woth, . Su Z n-e&s 

de mond tram bg be decis ns, CRA Lt Fix farm 

FV Byrne's Lon | Satsy Alf yous ne Ls 

| | der? ny) REE LD er Phe 
Do you have a written contract with your provider? 4 Why? _— - 

Z Selt hat Since seus not Jouve, A CONT T Ot At 

rit be » feeb !e wth her, L mag ht bs 2 opp tonrt, 

Soy a Wovider whl © vod Yeputation who wt Ae 

+uns shyed els $row Soviet” or lega/ " #yag.
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-3- 

Do you believe your employer should become a party to your child care solution by: 

providing information about sources of providers 

___ Providing a facility 

by subsidizing your child care expenses somehow 
your ideas as to “how’: 

by providing emergency care only (perhaps a center or an on-staff provider who 
rotates among employees’ homes) 

Lb prove deng faternn and haterart ive Vv i eave Caceptens Lint iva, 
ruc levee Ck&eptrons MECC Child Hye 

MNCL ¢ 
What is your ideal of the “perfect child care arrangement?" 

+ The pertect one is 6 Sealk hare thi hhe 

Somewhere Near Lome om WOK , 5 ner AL lane 

Do fF day Crave elt Art the bist wt 

idgal. 

~ Beery wble te wok at heme t have yor 
C. Perey sf s api ised by Someone Oe 

Comments:
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CHILD CARE SURVEY February 4, 1991 

Current 
Type of Child 

Asst More. > Schoo! “Two Land 2 rt 

How did you locate your current arrangement? 

“S ewoug a friend/relative 

—— Newspaper 

___ County/city referral agency 

____ Other Ad (specify) 

____ Other (specify) 

As you consider alternative arrangements, how important to you are: 
l=very important 2=somewhat important 3=not very important 4=considered irrelevant 

to my decision 

Comments 
2 convenience 

| quality of care 

|__ cost 

reliability 

u nationality of provider 

| whether provider was illegal alien 

Do you expect to change providers in the next: 
Why 

3 months? _ ter ald will be Gong +o 

6 months? 

1 year?
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Having been through at least one search for a child care provider, what would you do 
differently next time? 

Mone: 

If you used an agency: what was the range of the fee? What services were provided? What 
guarantees were given? 

bid Net SR Bat 244 

If you found your own provider, about how much time do you believe you've spent in the 
search? 

2 dag 

Do you have a written contract with your provider? Why? 

O connate unthe the Prue Scheet lost yet ute
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-3- 

Do you believe your employer should become a party to your child care solution by: 

providing information about sources of providers 

_Z providing a facility 

/ _/__by subsidizing your child care expenses somehow 
your ideas as to “how*: 

by providing emergency care only (perhaps a center or an on-staff provider who 
rotates among employees’ homes) 

What is your ideal of the "perfect child care arrangement?” 

De urnutd Dike @ SchewWs that areuides a Ook 

Comments:



CHILD CARE SURVEY February 4, 1991 

Current 
Type of Child 

Number of Children 
/ “F b bys en 

How did you locate your current arrangement? 

_v__ Through a friend/relative 

—— Newspaper 

____ County/city referral agency 

___ Other Ad (specify) 

___ Other (specify) 

As you consider alternative arrangements, how important to you are: 
l=very important 2=somewhat important 3=not very important 4=considered irrelevant 

to my decision 

| convenience 

J quality of care 

_| cost 

| retiabitity 

4S _ nationality of provider 

whether provider was illegal alien 

Comments 

Do you expect to change providers in the next: 
Why 

3 months? 1/0 

6 months? tl 0 

1 year? 0
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-2- 

Having been through at least one search for a child care provider, what would you do 
differently next time? 

hae oub wht aks the She, LOW GLE ASV cles we pr 

eo aa? pen fot AoA uae Va piondia 

If you used an agency: what was the range of the fee? What services were provided? What 
guarantees were given? 

If you found your own provider, about how much time do you believe you've spent in the 
search? 

Do you have a written contract with your provider? Why? 

pe
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-3- 

Do you believe your employer should become a party to your child care solution by: 

____ providing information about sources of providers 

t 

_[_ providing a facility 

/ by subsidizing your child care expenses somehow 
your ideas as to “how’: 

by providing emergency care only (perhaps a center or an on-staff provider who 
rotates among employees’ homes) 

What is your ideal of the “perfect child care arrangement?* 

[. , sn, if, ; . , 
“A ke Leh te ~ ee wwd a pre 1 ~ 

te A pont thay Wat Dee UR Gina rr UL 

Sp 7 vada A goes, UL, CAH AT et JL 
beg ee We oem tut Lint wl 

Qu, ‘or LH 1 yurh: ; 5 spe ak fal i tae te aid be 
Comments ae oa (Apr. Fou Ww, MBs: Algo eed ky 

AS Hye Br, Lunt bog eed. yy Ahga 
Leptin he prondu Dus wed tect 
pitt, t Jui.
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CHILD CARE SURVEY February 4, 1991 

Current 
Type of Child 

Number of Children Ages 

3 Bruel, home 

How did you locate your current arrangement? 

A Through a friend/relative 

—— Newspaper 

____ County/city referral agency 

____ Other Ad (specify) 

___ Other (specify) 

As ‘you consider alternative arrangements, how important to you are: 
l=very important 2=somewhat important 3=not very important 4=considered irrelevant 

to my decision 

  

Comments 
_1_ convenience 

_[ quality of care 

7"_cost 

_! reliability 

_Y nationality of provider 

_\|__whether provider was illegal alien 

Do you expect to change providers in the next: wh 
y 

  

3 months? Mo . . 

My cheld unl he Y 
6 months? Yo 

1 > + Domtd Like DD put 
year? 4" }
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Having been through at feast one search for a child care provider, what would you do 
differently next time? 

Peta; 

If you used an agency: what was the range of the fee? What services were provided? What 
guarantees were given? 

NE 
/ 

If you found your own provider, about how much time do you believe you've spent in the 
search? 

x week 

Do you have a written contract with your provider? Why? 

\ 
\ ey brat menssoainy
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-3- 

Do you believe your employer should become a party to your child care solution by: 

providing information about sources of providers 

providing a facility 

Ay subsidizing your child care expenses somehow 
your ideas as to "how": _ py- . 

by providing emergency care only (perhaps a center or an on-staff provider who 
rotates among employees’ homes) 

What is your ideal of the “perfect child care arrangement?" 

pw 
Q odin het ue Thee yw aS op 

Trondey — trcdng Phare nb, had & ger 
az oO " 3 

Comments: Aecth te Je ae 
a Band |
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CHILD CARE SURVEY February 4, 1991 

Current 
Type of Child 

Number of Children Ages Son 

th ine Kowl 
f UT rte ChE Shered Gare 

How did you locate your current arrangement? 

____ Through a friend/relative 

Newspaper 

___ County/city referral agency — 

____ Other Ad (specify) 

___ Other (specify) 

As you consider alternative arrangements, how important to you are: 
l=very important 2=somewhat important 3=not very important 4=considered irrelevant 

to my decision 

Comments 
LL convenience 

| quality of care 

3 cost 
ft reliability 

A pationality of provider 

uy whether provider was illegal alien 

Do you expect to change providers in the next: 
Why 

auo ther Child Ove 

fiw wie ¢ ; 

3 months? ¥ eS 

6 months? 

1 year?
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Having been through at least one search for a child care provider, what would you do 
differently next time? 

Move Exlanere — AM on gh 

pre Wtrt ver ¢ fackeg 

If you used an agency: what was the range of the fee? What services were provided? What 
guarantees were given? 

If you found your own provider, about how much time do you believe you’ve spent in the 
search? 

farfel. ~ o Oo ey, w¢ 

Do you have a written contract with your provider? Why? 

Ni, Ce qtepte we Shared wrk 

Aid! vot
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Do you believe your employer should become a party to your child care solution by: 

providing information about sources of providers 

____ providing a facility 

J. wae _— ry more 
bsidizin, child care expenses chow 

Ys ideas'as to "how*: om f' L ) Gy L /, . 

Sina 

by providing emergency care only (perhaps a center or an on-staff provider who 
rotates among employees’ homes) 

What is your ideal of the “perfect child care arrangement?* 

Un kowe, ere on ort 

Coe Whh Aso & 
at Leos, A C2 tat 

TZ Cis ve é a eH 

SY Oy Sthoot. 
omm
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CHILD CARE SURVEY February 4, 1991 

Current 
Type of Child 

Number of Children Ages —_Care__ 

a 1S mackhs, 4975. tn-home he, but 
here tut , F hae fi 

How did you locate your current arrangement? 

____ Through a friend/relative 

X_ Newspaper 
____ County/city referral agency 

___ Other Ad (specify) 

Other (specify) 

As you consider alternative arrangements, how important to you are: 
l=very important 2=somewhat important 3=not very important 4=considered irrelevant 

to my decision 

Comments 
convenience Av 4 wehesnd ohtdhiunio -f rat sheer dks heey wd 

Mute y durplid a Little ce probly; 

ft tuat AAG be Avgetihe y the” 

rbtegs hee thts Heys od bho, 
aA Comte, ot Ahn fe he 

_&_hationality of provider tout MEL, & Tan rhe “4 Peckoot. 

_4 whether provider was illegal alien 2 ea be te A Apeeky eg chy prom 
a 

quality of care 

   
   
   

| 

tl 
3 cost 

} reliability 

  

an bare av 2ffeot Riga ines, Xml oe Ww. 

orn TRE Per rbrk ree 4 HE vr tury, potet fr 
Fie wb Aconehio heaetanted 

Do you expect to change providers in the next: 
Why } 

3 months? Pepe nct! 
DV those my Ceyund chy wort puter 

months? net Ac| 

= Ih a with hizTitin, Hat it 

pret hep net TU a py mc) 
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Having been through at least one search for a child care provider, what would you do 
differently next time? 

A twedd get an Anat ny insehinge te fold Xk. diluge 

+ dott ally, bit SO tenth gtil/ Cerlued Ahe ood fr 

mayottfe. $ Thinks Hh, og fncipes charge Pow wrareh fer the we Wrog y 
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pagit pares a rity 1 edly Con fy erg 
an agency: what was wad the range of the fee? What were provided? What 

wulrantece were given? 

a 

A4e eyo teed Aw Er": 
o 

If you found your own provider, about how much time do you believe you've spent in the 
search? 

(9971 78 penrcfy — IOP? for eer wh SI hocks wd ed 
| cin prgy~ Wehr f) ate. FF ANS ATOM larng oh 
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Do you have a written contract with vole ‘provi Why? 
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Do you believe your employer should become a party to your child care solution by: 

“1” providing information about sources of providers 

-T" providing a facility 

WS by subsidizing your child care expenses somehow 
your ideas as to “how’: 

ne by providing emergency care only (perhaps a center or an on-staff provider who 
rotates among employees’ homes) 

fhe bet FA tga an trnploge © (Ay dr a puree, PinblG on ZL 

Adin Zn de, att AK mcd ty Che Time, Off ( peth 6 Webhin 

) ir" cll pire y y fld Brope,_ birth , Dt nm yo, the, . 

~~ “What is your ideal of the "perfect child care arrangement?* ¢ XG, did (é (9,12 Ir th, 
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on poe | ahe 
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CHILD CARE SURVEY February 4, 1991 

Current 

Type of Child 
Number _of Children Ages —__Care 

How did you locate your current arrangement? 

Through a friend/relative 
~f 
~___ Newspaper 

County/city referral agency 

____ Other Ad (specify) 

____ Other (specify) 

As you consider alternative arrangements, how important to you are: 
l=very important 2=somewhat important 3=not very important 

ft convenience 

| quality of care 

_YV cost 

_1_ reliability 

¢ nationality of provider 

2 whether provider was illegal alien 

Do you expect to change providers in the next: 

4=zconsidered irrelevant 
to my decision 

Comments 

  

3 months? v 

6 months? 

1 year? 

Why 

Neds of 4h formate 

bk? 

RAL 

[ive 1,
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Having been through at least one search for a child care provider, what would you do 
differently next time? 

Wa om cape 

If you used an agency: what was the range of the fee? What services were provided? What 
guarantees were given? 

Lt ve mae < De @\ S00 | Tues wth Hrgenspdy 

vc ost 4 milenrws ant 

ane oe, pee 

( Q new sap, bak 

If you found your own provider, of how much time do you believe you've spent in the 
search? 

2 wwho 

Do you have a written contract with your provider? Why? 

ve gad che 4 wed Aecaeny 

La paws rn Hn Fane
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-3- 

Do you believe your employer should become a party to your child care solution by: V A . 

providing information about sources of providers 

___ providing a facility 

by subsidizing your child care expenses somehow 
your ideas as to "how": 

by providing emergency care only (perhaps a center or an on-staff provider who 
rotates among employees’ homes) 

What is your ideal of the "perfect child care arrangement?® 

A Yen ure AQ Manta genion ate wh 
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pd Me ut anen afl avd “J 
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CHILD CARE SURVEY February 4, 1991 

Current 

. Type of Child 
Numbsr_of Children \ Ages zy ——_-Care_ 

Deg naan lon tw 

How did you locate your current arrangement? Manny ta anelha 

____ Through a friend/relative oad Fumiios noe wi 

XN a 
ae tle, AF, Verne 

_“\_ Newspaper 
se, Ma fey 

____ County/city referral agency Arif Loe cme . 

___ Other Ad (specify) dwar dpe eka. 

Yet ud |. at 

«£ ” 
te ae en ee Q. 

___ Other (specify) 

As you consider alternative arrangements, how important to you are: 
l=very important 2=somewhat important 3=not very important 4=considered irrelevant 

to my decision 

; Comments 
2 convenience . . : . 

pom (iw se fee eeeementh Aaa 

\ quality of care hie. 

2 cost 

reliability 

nationality of provider 

whether provider was illegal! alien Jo 
[4 

Do you expect to change providers in the next: 
Why. 

3 months? “wr 

6 months? a (“yx Antone Areal Atf ) 1. — 

I year? “wt
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-2- 

Having been through at least one search for a child care provider, what would you do 
differently next time? 

pty bent & wen, ave trreoh th te Crtnnce newline 

“~~ “ira eve g-retlin~. he cut Tran te Narve ee ony A ee 

A917 woot ew wrtaAurt. ate (Ae Lenyyr te 

If you used an agency: what was the range of the fee? What services were provided? What 
guarantees were given? 

If you found your own provider, about how much time do you believe you’ve spent in the 

A ema, 

search? Ae , 
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Do you have a written contract with your provider? Why? 
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Do you believe your employer should become a party to your child care solution by: 

“e_ providing information about sources of providers 

vor_providing a facility 

wor by subsidizing your child care expenses somehow 
your ideas as to "how’: 

(44x. by providing emergency care only (perhaps a center or an on-staff provider who 
rotates among employees’ homes) 

What is your ideal of the "perfect child care arrangement?* 

tomy tt fF pean tr erica Monnet a as 

Cote. Okchen~ | hrnar A Leber, rire 7. 

Comments: 

4 
Aisa’ a mt caren hw 
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CHILD CARE SURVEY February 4, 1991 

. Current 
Type of Child 

Number of Children Ages —fate__. 

Xt 

How did you locate your current arrangement? 

____ Through 2 friend/relative 

_Z_ Newspaper 

____ County/city referral agency 

____ Other Ad (specify) 

____ Other (specify) 

As you consider alternative arrangements, how important to you are: 
l=very important 2=somewhat important 3=not very important 4=considered irrelevant 

to my decision 

  
. Comments 
/- convenience 

. . aed sf < f 7 ot 

_/ quality of care 7 SAIMNV ppt lure 

OO Op T 762 Oxg- Ne (Pon 
Z- cost ae 

“7 Ie Let rrp fir wlth 

/_ reliability 1 eS. 
Pere wet he Mpg 7 in of 

Z_ nationality of provider Brey De 7 

<_ wheth id ul alien vo (B28 2. Ww r Vv ra a ether provider was tlegal Ue ae ee ~ 

HO, AM [Rep Fp, 2 pre 
bid T AMYE L, CLOG Cole Gov Duacas alsy Cm WO o Do you expect to change providers in the next: Fo 

¢ Why 
3 months? 

6 months? 

1 year?
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Having been through at least one search for a child care provider, what would you do 
differently next time? ae . 

Ensure Chix * aonitabels /, of 

/ 
f Fay ae $F (4G E me te Pn, 

wv 

If you used an agency: what was the range of the fee? What services were provided? What 
guarantees were given? } 

If you found your own provider, about how much time do you believe you've spent in the 
search? 

/ 2 A Jive ys 2 > OT ee cm COP 7 nm Wor: 

week oer, if ¢ 

a . 

Do you have a written contract with your provider? Why? 

-“ “ “To
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Do you believe your employer should become a party to your child care solution by: 

x providing information about sources of providers 

providing a facility 

_by subsidizing your child care expenses somehow 
your ideas as to “how’: 

z*_by providing emergency care only (perhaps a center or an on-staff provider who 
rotates among employees’ homes) 

What is your ideal of the “perfect child care arrangement?" 

Miva: 4 age «2 eter L/é. PCEMMVE loc citecl 

cate 7A ° 4 Yh . cn well, 1g US Te ee LT Fue Aor 2 
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Comments:
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CHILD CARE SURVEY February 4, 1991 

. Current 
Type of Child 

Number of Children | Ages Le manths —__._ Gare 

Conte -cace 

How did you locate your current arrangement? 

____ Through a friend/relative 

_ Newspaper 

___ County /city referral agency 

____ Other Ad (specify) 

___ Other (specify) 

As you consider alternative arrangements, how important to you are: 
1=very important 2=somewhat important 3=not very important 4=considered irrelevant 

to my decision 

Comments _ 
! convenience 

/ quality of care 

cost 

/__ reliability 
Pema 

~ 

= nationality of provider 

_2 whether provider was illegal alien 

Do you expect to change providers in the next: 
Why 

3 months? “2 

6 months? 72 

1 year? iio 
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Having been through at least one search for a child care provider, what would you do 
differently next time? 

If you used an agency: what was the range of the fee? What services were provided? What 
guarantees were given? 

(J p- 

If you found your own provider, about how much time do you believe you’ve spent in the 
search? 

i] ‘ . ‘ . - . ~ 

i mas o 4 6p Oa ‘eet VreudS nd an 2halse hig - . . laa, ) 
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Maer e¢ Cut’ gia Sed S afm Ye 4 2 3° % O iPyip 
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Do you have a written contract with your provider? Why? 
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Do you believe your employer should become a party to your child care solution by: 

KS providing information about sources of providers snd A ahore 

’ -_ . A & 

goat fie WE mings tay, depen ding on thar yl, Be emp ir 
rfid gs by subsidizing your child care expenses somehow Mt 

4 your ideas as to “how’: 

hed, 
qo? d Joey providing emergency care only (perhaps a center or an on-staff provider who 

rotates among employees’ homes) 

if 

What is your ideal of the “perfect child care arrangement?* 
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Comments: 
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CHILD CARE SURVEY February 4, 1991 

Current 
Type of Child 

Number of Children Assi ———Care 

Z 4, } ty hh - home provider 

How did you locate your current arrangement? 

____ Through a friend/relative 

____ Newspaper 

____ County/city referral agency 

_X Other Ad (specify) Local Cordominm dulletin ~ a real Lake | 

« 

___ Other (specify) 

As you consider alternative arrangements, how important to you are: 
l=very important 2=somewhat important 3=not very important 4=considered irrelevant 

to my decision 

  

\ convenience comments 

| quality of care 

A cost 

| retiability 

41 nationality of provider 

3 _ whether provider was illegal alien 

Do you expect to change providers in the next: 
Why. 
  

3 months? 

6 months? NV > 

1 year?
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-2- 

Having been through at least one search for a child care provider, what would you do 
differently next time? 

If you used an agency: what was the range of the fee? What services were provided? What 
guarantees were given? 

If you found your own provider, about how much time do you believe you've spent in the 
search? 

Do you have a written contract with your provider? Why?
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Do you believe your employer should become a party to your child care solution by: 

WA providing information about sources of providers 

___ providing a faciliy USDA 40 dew Tra It Be for Ins ~smerme people 

___by subsidizing your oil care expenses somehow 
your ideas as to : . 

fatto inkty Pinte Or Mrndted hit Bar 10 a Dnt On te 
Jy woudl en gency care only (perhaps a center or an on-staff provider who 

rotates among employees’ homes) 

What is your ideal of the “perfect child care arrangement?* 

? 

It detent tit. Daun un- here acction dao verte bell and + 

Me fn fn BRR ain imintinn td fn te sabi, AI 
A previdso “the Jodo, “However, ot wed ke men te dave g 

Fach- vp wVnematomenh 

Comments: 

My enpley &r Is The Led eca| 4pvernment /USDA
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CHILD CARE SURVEY February 4, 1991 

Current 
Type of Child 

Number of Children Ages are 
4} 23,20,/7,@)—___ NURSERY SCHl00w 

How did you locate your current arrangement? 

____ Through a friend/relative 

__. Newspaper 

____ County/city referral agency 

____ Other Ad (specify) 

X Other (specify) Lsrn/c Pur OUT BY THE «HTIONAL ASSca, Fee 

THE EDUCATION of youNs cdieDReal 

As you consider alternative arrangements, how important to you are: 
l=very important 2=somewhat important 3=not very important 4=considered irrelevant 

to my decision 

oe convenience omments 

f/f quality of care 

= _cost 

_/ reliability 

¥ nationality of provider 

</ whether provider was illegal alien 

Do you expect to change providers in the next: 
Why 

3 months? 

6 months? slo 

1 year?
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-2- > 

Having been through at least one search for a child care provider, what would you do 
differently next time? 

MOTHIASG 

If you used an agency: what was the range of the fee? What services were provided? What 
guarantees were given? 

10 

If you found your own provider, about how much time do you believe you've spent in the 
search? 

[ST (BABYSITTER - 1 WK, 

ano " - iMo. 

34RD ‘* - to, 

NURSERY ScHoot - 3 MOS. 

Do you have a written contract with your provider? Why? 

WE SHARED WITH 7HE SAME FAMILY 0UR 20 4 32D ANYS/ 77K: 

df DELUDED wirt THIS FAMILY FO WRITE EVERY THAIS OOF IUWELID ja) 

PRLARY, BB PAID LEAVE, f P4;D VACATIOA TIMES, SO THAT MIS ONDER 

STAMSDINGS yVlOULD BE MIAIMIZED AMONG ALL PARTIES, 

THE AURSERY SCHOOL RE QUIRED A COAST RALT-
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Do you believe your employer should become a party to your child care solution by: 

WO providing information about sources of providers 

No providing a facility 

CT a Ee OT may ant of yor onlin 
befre Faded gf pat om aepoute ox bdiarce eect. 

NO by providing emergency care only (perhaps a center or an on-staff provider who 
rotates among employees’ homes) 

What is your ideal of the “perfect child care arrangement?" 

LY money ater 'é a otthn, 2 Lhe a Aondebegae 

phe toed mg Ste igs eae para Boge > 

Kon a clan (2) We 

ches! ates Leen tn go) Peal tg. 2 La png
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CHILD CARE SURVEY February 4, 1991 

Current 
Type of Child 

Numbet_of Children Combinaton of Grandpar / mbinaton of Or en 
/ 3 72. ptking Ain up a 

, a 
How did you locate your current arrangement? oa 4 a howe * iptveon 

_ Through a friend/relative fr third Full day. Conty 
wrk 3 days [week ) 

___ Newspaper 

____ County/city referral agency 

___ Other Ad (specify) 

Kntwr the prroorm ue Aud ford 
Our dough. $ munaeuy sehoo?. She 
hud woke thee 1 yrara. 

—X__ Other (specify) 

As you consider alternative arrangements, how important to you are: 
l=very important 2=somewhat important 3=not very important 4=considered irrelevant 

to my decision 

  
2 Comments 

_o& convenience Avranseds VF Araut oanotew ie 

. Attia Yo acaurut Che at 
_ 1 quality of care tep hema dD Artal. 

_Leoost 

_o reliability 

ionality of provider — Une foci o rover — prey Pld foe pronghir une Magan 5 4 whether provider was illegal alien 

Do you expect to change providers in the next: 

  
Why 

3 months? Le 

tl not met and 
6 months? Ahith Caro aftin Gumt for 

1 year? a Cant He ow
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Having been through at least one search for a child care provider, what would you do 
differently next time? 

If you used an agency: what was the range of the fee? What services were provided? What 
guarantees were given? 

Aorked at ome asimey duet Hheught I get MMe 

tte SP nay hey Cotheud applialione orl Sart 

Shere uty Check . 

If you found your own provider, about how much time do you believe you've spent in the 
search? 

A 2c elf fscult Yo goetyy ; Prrtretar Kaemrch  Aeee/ 

Satu hte Ae Ch anced turtral Yermts oven 4 Sart 

A yar Ytos7 ay uy terme Ao purtratty Air 

Spent Loo kins al Acthoote | tay Care tinktin Asrhkye 

ug svtweunns. VY JY auth weuen seterts fone 

Do you have a written contract with your provider? Why? 

“Tho . ClLwage Arad fre S Luw and 

vad Ak bf A Ktrtract wae “Nor 

Appepuet
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Do you believe your employer should become a party to your child care solution by: 

providing information about sources of providers 

____ providing a facility 

by subsidizing your child care expenses somehow 
your ideas as to “how’: 

by providing emergency care only (perhaps a center or an on-staff provider who 
rotates among employees’ homes) 

What is your ideal of the "perfect child care arrangement?" 

Comments:
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CHILD CARE SURVEY February 4, 1991 

Current 
Type of Child 

Number of Children years 
/ OBS GO Batic Mitr Scho - » 

"Ctra Dayle 
How did you locate your current arrangement? 

____ Through a friend/relative 

____ Newspaper 

____ County/city referral agency 

___ Other Ad (specify) 

_4other (specify) Thr Tug fe sthrv. 

As you consider alternative arrangements, how important to you are: 
1=very important 2=somewhat important 3=not very important 4=considered irrelevant 

to my decision 

Comments 
I convenience 

/ quality of care 

_f cost 

J reliability 

4 nationality of provider Gy Wa. Ci aye 

4 whether provider was illegal alien CBRE oy a. 

Do you expect to change providers in the next: 
Why 

5 eo - . 

3 months? _¢p__ primal  CONVEALL ALL. 
6 months? a 

1 year? Ww? 
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Having been through at least one search for a child care provider, what would you do 
differently next time? 

LAtiLr . hen dhe won at uns mach haide . Aé b-- 
nle mother, cref | ry ah te ery "tna ataliend. J pt Tn 

Gece far (aa letry . 

wae PED pep at Ig diay Wo 90 seam 

If you used an agency: what was the range of the fee? . What services were provided? What 
guarantees were given? 

J nwer had cto wean Aycaey. 

If you, found your own provider, about how much time do you believe you’ve spent in the 
search 

9 ume $  penute 

Do you have a written contract with your provider? Why? 

Ob The nea peas Ken oily aad dance" fred 
/MttrAds gq Led fee Realth rtif, ccf ite phan eke
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Do you believe your employer should become a party to your child care solution by: 

«providing information about sources of providers 

»_ providing a facility 

_»__ by subsidizing your child care expenses somehow 
your ideas as to "how: J vy, 4 alarstdd 19 hese 
hy Ph ieee fms ten tat fo demand 7 fg EE 

_~_ by providing ree ee Le ems aCenteor an on- staff provider who 
rotates among employees’ homes) 

What is your ideal of the "perfect child care arrangement?" 

“sl ee fe seb by uding 4 

y wohle fee fron This Leg Think 
a hd Cane: fa elites ca Anaad urertd 

qi 4 cia ie oe hd ten Are. megaty OA 
oie Mt Craduchve , Enyptrygced woth} 

Ltig (Amt Co 
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CHILD CARE SURVEY February 4, 1991 

Current 
Type of Child 

Number of Children Ages —Gare_ 

2 7, Gg ChAR Care Center 

How did you locate your current arrangement? 

____. Through a friend/relative 

___. Newspaper 

___ County/city referral agency 

___ Other Ad (specify) 

A Other (specify) 

hecate® at entrance te ™~y Commanity 

As you consider alternative arrangements, how important to you are: 
l=very important 2=somewhat important 3=not very important 4=considered irrelevant 

to my decision 

Comments 

2 convenience 

/ quality of care 

3 cost 

/ _ reliability 

a nationality of provider 

/ whether provider was illegal alien 

Do you expect to change providers in the next: 
Why 

3 months? 

6 months? 

1 year? ye Oller child may feel ste is 

toa elk or chiliS care centef,
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-2- 

Having been through at least one search for a child care provider, what would you do 
differently next time? 

If you used an agency: what was the range of the fee? What services were provided? What 
guarantees were given? 

If you found your own provider, about how much time do you believe you've spent in the 
search? 

Do you have a written contract with your provider? Why?
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-3- 

Do you believe your employer should become a party to your child care solution by: 

4 providing information about sources of providers 

v providing a facility 

by subsidizing your child care expenses somehow 
your ideas as to "how": 

Le by providing emergency care only (perhaps a center or an on-staff provider who 
rotates among employees’ homes) 

What is your ideal of the “perfect child care arrangement?" 
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